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The purpose of this practicum is to apply the Systernic Family Therapy while
working with families with children and adolescents in an outpatient hospital setting.
The setting is the Family Therapy Services at St. Boniface General Hospital. Families
with children and adolescents face one of the critical periods in family life. Issues
involved with developmental transition or unexpected life events could hinder the
continuity of family evolution. They are families with children or adolescents and that
the identified client is not necessarily the children or adolescents. This report highlights
the use of techniques of systemic farniiy therapy such as the feedback process during
work with children and adolescents in their families. Two family case studies are used to
illustrate the intervention process. The usefulness of systemic family therapy while
working with families is discussed and professional learning goais attained during the
practicum are highlighted.
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Chapter One

Introduction

In my previous work with individuah and families in Hong Kong, my focus was
on the relationship between family history and the individuals' current problems. Whiie 1

adopted this cause-effect perspective and noted some improvement in the clients 1
worked with, the incurred change was short-lived. in systemic family therapy, the

identified problem is maintained by the family's reciprocal interaction. The theoretical

framework of systemic family therapy is based on the systems theory that the family is
considered to be a system with a set of interrelated parts (Bennun, 1988). It is the
combined force of the interrelationships arnong the various subsystems that guides
family fùnctioning (Bennun. 1988).

In systemic family therapy. the problem is not

viewed in a linear cause-effect fashion. It is rather seen as a circular causality behveen
individuals and families. 1 am interested in the theoretical underpimings of systemic
family therapy and 1 decided to learn it by applying it in my pcacticum.
Families with children and adolescents experience the challenging task of
fostering attachments and maintaining appropriate separateness. Families encounter
probIems during the developmental stage of chiIdhood and adolescence. It is at these
times that 'rhe famiiy experiences variations in the level of functioning of its memkrs,
testing its ability to accommodate as a system." (Combrinck-Graham,1990, p.503) Other
family life events such as divorce or the death of a parent has a considerable impact on
the children's and adolescents' coping with structure and role changes within the family.
Assisting fmilies to solve problems associated with developmental transitions and

unexpected life events are important for the children's and adolescents' adaptation in
adulthood.

Objectives of the Practicum

In this practicum, 1 have five educationd goais:
To apply the concepts of systemic family therapy in working with families with
children and adolescents in an outpatient hospital setting;
To explore the usefulness of systemic family therapy as an intervention with
children and adolescents in an outpatient hospital seaing;
To provide feedback to families as part of the intervention process;
To increase and polish my clinical skills in working with farnilies with children
and adolescents in a supervised setting; and
To receive feedback on my intervention h m the clients and my clinical
supervisor to facilitate my professionai growth and development.

Chapter Two
Literature Review
Introduction
Family is the primary context that has significant influence on children's and
adolescents' behavior and mental health. Family has ta leam to overcome problems
incurred by the developmental transitions of children and adolescents into subsequent life
stages. Situational events such as parents' divorce or the death of a parent could have an
impact on the family's ability to continue fulfilling its responsibilities (Comwell,
Eggebeen & Meschke. 1996).

Both parents and the children or adolescents have to

make major adjustments in their lives.

Based on the intenelationship between the

children or adolescents and family life, it is important to understand the process of the
interaction between individual and family development (Preto & Travis. 1985) while
working with families with children or adolescents. In this chapter, 1 will present an
overview of child and adolescent development and the interco~ectionof the individual
and farnily development.

Cliild Development

Knowledge of child development assists me in a therapy session to discern what
is age-appropriate behavior in a child's life (Breunlin, Schwartz & Kune-Karrer, 1992).
It also gives me an idea of the interrelationship between farnily and child development in
working with a family with children.

Basically, the concept of self starts to develop

from the beginning of infancy and continues throughout life (Weiner & Elkùid, 1972;

Seifert & Hoffnung, 1994). Children become progressively aware of who they are
through the development of basic trust, autonomy, competence and self-esteem.
Children develop basic tmst through contact with the caretaker who, at the
b e g i ~ i n gof their life, is generally the mother. With improvement in their motor skills,
children can move around on their own, try out new activities or behavior (Seifert &
Hoffnung, 1994) which gives them a sense of autonomy. During the elementary school
years. the child's interactions are limited not only to farnily but also with teachers and
peers at school. Children who have successful expenences obtained fiom the things they
leam both at home and school acquire a sense of industry and achievement (Weiner &
Elkind. 1972). During the school years, children consolidate what they acquired in early
childhood and prepare to move into adolescence.
Middle-years children start to distinguish between their emotions and other
people's emotions. They are able to express complementary emotions in response to
other people's behavior.

A mature sense of self emerges and is consolidated in

adolescence. As moral thinking develops, school-aged children m u n d 8 to 12 years are
able to 'judge a person's misdeed according to the motives and intentions of the person
who has perpetrated it" (Weiner & Elkind, 1972, p. 121).
Peer interaction increases progressively with a child's age. During the middle
years, they spend one half of their time at school with their pers. However, family still
plays an influential part in children's development by providing psychological security.

Adolescence

An overview of adolescent developmental tasks is important for providing the

fundamental knowledge necessary for working with adolescents.

Although there are

different developmental theuries such as Erikson's Psychosocid model (1968), Blos'
Individuation model (1962), and Luevinger's Ego Developrnental model (19761, they al1
recognize identity is a focal point in adolescent development.

ldent ity

According to Erik Erikson, there are eight stages of ego-identity development.
Individuals have to work through the crises at each stage before they can proceed to the

next stage. Resolution of these crises at each stage facilitates individuai development at
al1 succeeding stages (Cummings, 1995). The major task during adolescence is to
develop a sense of identity (Moore & Rosenthal, 1993). "ldentity is a coherent sense of
seIf, based on a cornmitment to present and future roles, ideology and vaiues regardinp
future relationships" (Moore & Rosenthal, 1993, p.30), During the identity-seeking
process, adolescents differentiate themselves fiom the family and develop a new
relationship with the social world (Tolan & Cohler, 1993). To facilitate successful
individuation, farnilies should allow adoIescents the fieedom to make their own choices,
and provide them with consistent guidance if necessq (Cummings,1995).

Stxuulity
Sexual identity is another important developmentai aspect of adolescents' identity
consolidation (Moore & Rosenthd, 1993). Through the experience of a unique sexuality,
adolescents gain a sense of who they are. Selverstone (1989) regarded adolescents'
sexual behavior as one of the ways adolescents move toward independence (Moore &

Rosenthal, 1993). If parents are cornfortable discussing sexuality, they are more likely
to convey their acceptance of their adolescents' sexuality (Preto & Travis, 1985). With
this attitude. parents are able to set realistic limits on adolescents' sexual behavior (Preto
& Travis. 1985).

However, when parents fail to recognize or ignore their child's

growing sexuality, the development of a positive sexual self-concept will be hindered
(Preto & Travis, 1985). Without this positive sexual self-concept, adolescents have a
higher risk of premature. excessive and self-endangering sexual activity (Preto & Travis,
i 985).

rlrtlonomy

Autonomy is one of the primary goals that adolescents wish to attain by
establishing their own values, lifestyles, needs and expectations (Noller & Callan, 1991).
Young people try to be independent of their parents in decision making on matters such
as what clothes to Wear and what kinds of fiends to have (Noller & Callan, 1991). The
need for autonomy arnong adolescents, however, does not mean that adolescents are
totally cut off frorn their parents and family. Instead, adolescents are only physically cut
off fiom their parents, but are not emotionally detached fiom them (Carter &
McGoldrick, 1989). They still need their parents' support and encouragement when they
experience dificult times (Carter & McGoldrick, 1989). Therefore, parents have to renegotiate and re-balance their relationship with adolescents in this crucial stage. Parents
can maintain an influentid position with their children by providing support and
maintaining minimal control over their children (Noller & Callan, 1991).

The Family Life Cycle
The utilization of the family life cycle provides basic ideas of what behaviors are
generdIy expected during individual life stages. The family life cycle concept is usefiil
in understanding and assessing family functioning in the therapy session (Liddle & Saba,
1983). Liddle and Saba (1983) cautioned that:

Individuals interact with, influence, and are influenced by a variety of social
systems - they hold multiple context memberships. Thus we must guard against
an overly narrow interpretation of systemic thinking, or in this case systems
evolution in the f o n of family life cycle, as the primary detenninants of human
behavior (p. 173).

The Childhood Stage in the Family Life Cycle
Parenthood is the stage filled with excitement, challenge and responsibility.
Children challenge the stability of the marital relationship in that the couple has to lem
how to parent, to work out the balance between work and family, and to share the
responsibility of chiidcare and household chores (Carter & McGoldrick, 1989). Parents
who have established intirnacy with each other do not need children to sustain their
maritai relationship (Carter & McGoldrick, 1989). Parents will not likely be emotionally
over-involved with their children if their own relationship is solid. An appropriate
parent-child relationship facilitates the children's individuation and prepares them to
transit smoothly into adolescence. Consistent child discipline enhances the parental
subsystern without letting children form coalitions with either one of the parents.
A family cnsis, such as divorce, has a long-term impact on family life and the

development of the children. ChiIdren of divorce have to master this unexpected life
event as well as the cammon tasks of childhood (Seifert & Hofiung, 1994). Divorce
disrupts the family relationship and structure (Seifert & Hoffnung, 1994). Children have

to deal with their Feelings of love, anger and guilt towards the parents' divorce.

The .4dolescence Stage in the Family Life Cycle

During this stage, both adolescent children and their parents are dealing with the
turmoil they experience within the family system. Adolescent children are exploring
their identity to discover who they are. They are challenging their parents' ideas, values
and advice (Seifert & i-ioffnung, 1994). They recugnize that they are unique individuals

and are difkrent 60m their parents. Parents ofien feel frustrated when deciding what
limits on autonorny they should impose on their adolescent children.

Parents and

adolescents need to renegotiate their relationships to rnaintain a balance of autonomy and
responsibility. At the sanie time, parents may have to deal wittt the challenges in their
careers. Mid-life crises may occur when the mother's use of time changes after the
children leave home while the father may be dealing with a re-assessrnent of career,
ambitions and accomplishrnents.
Unexpected family life events such as divorce and the loss of a parent at this
transitional period have significant impacts on both the farnily and the adolescent
children.

The adolescents of a divorced farnily may have difficulty in establishing a

secure relationship with others. They may feeI a 'push and pull' in their loyalty to their
parents if they spend more time with one of the parents. Adolescence is basically a tirne
for independence and separation. When one parent dies, demands from the farnily may

be placed upon adolescents to meet the needs of the surviving parent (Lattanzi-Licht,
1996). This may hinder the adolescent's normal identity formation (Lattanzi-Licht,
1996).

Systemic Family Tlierapy

Asszrmptions and Concepts of Systemic Family Therapy

The theoretical underpinning of systemic Pmily therapy is based on systems
theory. The basic tenet of systems iheory is that a system is composed of a set of
interdependent parts with relationship arnong hem and the whole is greater than its part
(Stein. 1974; Miller 1978; BertalanfQ, 1968). It is the sum of the number of parts of
the system plus the interaction between parts (Becvar & Becvar, 1993). Systems theory
emphasizes wholeness, boundary, homeostasis and equifinality. Wholeness means that
the state of each part within a system is constrained by the state of al1 the others
(Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 1985).

From this perspective, each part of the system is

mutually responsive to every other part and a recursive relationship is thus formed. If
there is a change in one part of the system, the whok system will also change. Every
system has a boundary from which to separate in order to belong to the larger system.
Within the boundary, a system is delineated into a hierarchy of subsystems. The
regulation of the interaction between a system and the environment is determined by the
rules established within the system. A system with more flexible rules, an open system,
allows the exchange of information between the system and the environment. A closed
system with rigid rules has limited interaction with the environment.
A system at times will be perturbed by stress or threats fiom the outside or within

the systern. The homeostasis of a system is maintained through the feedback mechanism.
There are two feedback mechanisms with one positive feedback leading to change and
negative kedback to stability. Morphostasis and morphogenesis are two concepts to
describe a system's ability "to remain stable in the context of change and to change in
the context of stability (Becvar & Becvar, 1993, p.72).

BertalanfS. (1968) defined

equifinality as "the tendency towards a characteristic final state frorn different initial
states and

in different ways based upon dynamic interaction in an open systern attaining a

steady state" (p.46). This brings the focus of therapy on the "here and now" (Becvar &

Becvar. 1999, p.21) interaction. Systemic family therapists are interested in asking
"what" and "how" instead of "why" (Becvar & Becvar, 1999, p.2 1).

Fumily as Sysrem

From the perspective of systems theory, the farnily is similar to any system which
is cornprised of a set of parts with interdependence and hierarchicai structure. Within the

h i l y system, different subsysterns (e.g., the parental subsystem and sibling subsystem)
are differentiated from each other by a boundary. Family rules and regulations guide the
interactions between farnily mernbers within and across the boundary of subsystems (Cox
& Paley. 1997). Rules and regulations are implemented through the mechanism of

fàmily communications (Okun & Rappapon, 1980). Hence, a change in family niles and
regulations will have an impact on family structure and organization.

Fumily Communication
A family's relationships are reveaied, verbally or non-verbally, through

communication among fmily members. According to Watzlawick, Beavin & Jackson
(1 967), syntactics, semantics and pragmatics are the three levels of the communication

process in human communication. When one fmily member receives a verbal or nonverbal message, he or she interprets the meaning and then reacts in response to the
message.

As time proceeds, with redundant rules of interaction, a pattern emerges

among family members.

Jackson (1965b) proposed that family members interact in

repetitive behavioral sequences and the members senle on certain "rules" without
utilizing other interactional alternatives (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 1985). The family
relationship is defined by the interaction pattern of the family. "Beliefs define the rules,
roles. interaction patterns, and structure of the fmiiy" (Gunn & Fisher, 1999, p.356).
People's beliefs give meaning to behavior in different contexts. Systemic family therapy
emphasizes the family's relationship and one of the primary interests is to change the
family beliefs which underlie the interaction pattern of the fmily (Benun, 1988; GUM
& Fisher. 1999).

Family Structure

Patterns of interaction in the family can be obsewed from the structure of the
family. Minuchin (1974) defined farnily structure as "'the invisible set of fùnctional
demands that organizes the ways in which family members interact" @SI). The
structure of the family is characterized by the components of subsystem and boundary.
The spousal subsystem is established when two people marry and form a family. Each
spouse has his or her family background with different interaction patterns (Harway,
1996). They need to negotiate and balance the practical aspects of life together, such as

relationship with in-laws, peers and money management, while prese~ingeach person's
differences (Haley, 1980; Harway, 1996). With the entry of the first child into the
family, the parental subsystem is formed. The parents have to accommodate differences
in parenting style, working together to nurture and guide the children. In order to
differentiate the parental and the spousal subsystem, the parents have to maintain a
satisfactory spousal relationship by maintaining their intimacy. Within the sibling
subsystem, the chiIdren are allowed to be children and they l e m to negotiate, CO-operate
and compete. (Becvar & Becvar, 1993).

The differentiation of identity and function between each subsystem is maintained
by a clear boundary. Farnily members in each subsystem provide appropriate support for
each other by allowing a certain degree of autonomy (Breunlin, Schwartz & Kune-Karrer.
1992). In an enmeshed farnily, the boundary between the subsystems is too diffise so

that there is excessive closeness among family members (Caiapinto, 1991; Breunlin,
Schwartz & Kune-Karrer, 1992). Family members can easily intrude into each other's
subsystem and disrupt each other's family functioning (Breunlin, Schwartz & KuneKarrer. 1992). In a disengaged family, the boundary between the systems is too rigid and
members are isolated fiom each other.

Tlieory of Change

The basic principle of systemic family therapy is that fmily is a rule-governed
system.

Family mles and regulations affect the back-and-forth interaction pattern

between farnily members.

It is the family interaction pattern that defines family

relationships (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 1985). To recognize the operation of family

rules, regulations and relationships, it is crucial to study family communication and
stnlcture.
Family structure shows how farnily rules and regulations keep the family system
in balance. The stnicture indicates how family roles and responsibilities are defined.
Over time, family members establish certain niles on mutual interaction. Flexible farnily

structures allow farnily to adjust to changing circumstances as well as the rules that
maintain order and stability (Goldenberg & Gotdenberg, 1985).

There is an interconnection between family structure and communication. Becvar
& Becvar (1993) stated that when we are talking about behavior, boundaries, change,

relationships, we are talking about communication. The task of changing and negotiating
rules and regulations is accomplished through the exchange of messages. Also. the
interaction prittem is govemed by a petson's farnily beliefs which generally evolve in his
or her family of origin (Becvar & Becvar, 1999).

Techniques of Systemic Famiiy Tkerapy
Refame

R e h i n g is used to alter the family patterns by redefining the meaning of a
particular type of interaction. This provides alternatives and new responses (Broderick,
1993). As Watzlawick, Weakland and Fish (1974) noted, "successful reçaming m u t lie

the problem out of the symptom fmme and into another ûame that does not carry the
implication of unchangeability" (3.102). However, the change in the meaning of the
interaction m u t make sense to the family. Reframing is also used to defiise the blame of
a particular fmiIy member and to relate the problem to the entire farnily. This fits with

the assurnption of systemic family therapy that the problem does not lie within an
individual family member but is mitintained by %e system of which the symptomatic
bchavior is an integral part" (Becvar & Becvar, 1999, p.88).

Task

Task is a usefid technique for creating a frarnework for better family functioning.
It can elicit the farnily's cunsciuusness of alternative behavior which cm be better than

the old one.

"Task has the restmcturing potential" (Gerson, 1996, p.168). It is

sometimes used to focus on the family structure rather than with the individual member's
characteristics (Minuchin. 1974). This increases the family's awareness of the problem
as cmbedded within the family rather than within an individual farnily member. "Task
also has the function of uncovering assurnptions about relationship reciprocity and it

almost aiways follows an exploration of interaction issues" (Gerson, 1996, p.169-171).
"Task can be action or simply thinking about something" [Breunlin, Schwartz & Kune-

Karrer, 1992, p.300). It can be carried out in dzerent ways such as role play, rituals or
homework assignrnents. In order to make sure that the family members follow through

the task, it is usefuI to have feedback h m tfie family. Knowing what the family has
successfully accomplished through the task releases information about change in the

famiIy's structure or relationsbip.

Reflcrive Questions

Under the premise of systemic f a d y thmpy, the farnily is seen as consbntly
changing. The 9tightrope waiker must contlliuously sway to remain in balance" (Keeney

& Ross. 1985, p.36). With the view of an "evolving system" (Tomm, 1984, p. 120), each

family is unique with its own course of evolution. Reflexive questions are used to assist

the families in generating alternative structures or interaction patterns in the course of
their evolution. The role of the therapist is as a facilitator to "encourage family members
to rnobilize their own problem-solving resources" (Tomm, 1988, p.9).
There are different kinds of reflexive questions such as future-oriented or
hypothetical questions, and questions about the differences in relationships, values,
beliefs or perceptions (Tomm, 1984; Tomm, 1987). By introducing these differences as
new information to the family, it enables the family to see things or events from altemate
perspectives. The new information is the "difference that makes a difference" (Bateson,
1972. p.453).

Unespected context-change questions are used to encourage the f'amily to Cocus
on seeing the complementary or opposite side of the problern (Tomm, 1987).
Hypothetical or future-oriented questions are introduced in the therapy sessions to
empower the family to think about alternatives and possibilities for change in the future.
Hypothetical questions trigger the family members to think about future events, such as
wishes, fantasies and hopes, and to bring them as part of the family interaction system
(Penn, 1985). Future-oriented questions, in particular, are useful to help families with
chronic illness to anticipate the change in family relationships when the illness is stable
or following recovery (Penn, 1985).

Future-oriented questions are also used to pose

dilernrnas or to introduce hope and elicit optimism (Tomm, 1987).

Feedback Process

The feedback process originated h m the live supervision of family therapy
practice provided by one-way mirror.

Through direct observation, the supervisor (or the

observer) provides immediate feedback to guide the therapist during each session.
Subsequently, it was found that there was an increase in the effectiveness of the fmily
treatment.

Some family therapists such as Peggy Papp (1980) and the Milan group

(Selvini-Palazzoli, Boscolo, Cecchin & Prata, 1978) began to try an approach "where the
obsewers could send messages directly both to the therapist and the family77(Breunlin &
Cade, 1981, p.453). By doing this, the traditional training role of the supervisor (or the
observer) behind the rnirror changed to an interactive role in the therapeutic process. The
intervention could be delivered fiom the supervisor to the family through the therapist.
In some cases. the supervisor would enter the room to join the session.
A central premise of systemic fmily therapy is that families function as rule-

govemed systerns. At the outset of therapy, the therapist is the person outside the family,

an observer. However, when the therapist becomes the observed in the family system,
the therapist and family form a 'rherapeutic system." (Breuniin & Cade, 1981, p. 454)
This system is also rule-governed. The family mes to maintain its homeostatic state by
counteracting the therapist's input through negative feedback (Breunlin & Cade, 1981).

The strength of the observing group is k i n g outside the family and the therapeutic
system, "a rneta-therapeutic system" (Breuniin & Cade, 1981, p.454). At the sarne time,
the observing group provides input to the iherapy. By doing this, the family cannot
respond to the observing group's messages with negative feedback, which could produce
potential change in the family (Breuniin & Cade, 1981).

Peggy Papp (1980) used the term "Greek Chorus" to describe the technique of
live tèedback format provided by the person or the consultation team behind the mirror
(Cain & Markowski, 1993). The purpose of the consultation team is to induce systemic
change by supporting, confusing, challenging and confkonting the family (Papp, 1980).
The consultation team is always invisible and remains at a distance fiom the family in
order to keep the tearn's objective stance (Papp, 1980).

By ending the session

immediately after the message is delivered, the family is not given any opportunity to
comment on or to dispute the message,
The Milan group used the two-team approach, the therapeutic tearn and the
obsewing team, in therapist training. 'The observing tearn is to observe and comment on
the relationship between the therapeutic team and the therapist in the room. Only the
therapeutic tearn can give the farnily a message" (Boscolo, Cecchin, Hoffinan & Penn,
1987. p.26). The message From the therapeutic team is delivered through the therapist in

a brief and concise way. The therapist usually avoids further interaction or elaboration
with the family and the session ends shortly after the message (Tomm, 1984).
Tom Andersen (1987)' a Norwegian psychiatrist, further developed the feedback
process into a different format, the reflecting team. The role of the reflecting team is to
create a context for the sharing OF different views between the family, the therapist and
the reflecting team. Team members behind the mirror first observe the conversation
between the therapist and the family. After a designated amount of time, the family is
given the opportunity to listen to the team's discussion by switching places with them
(Freedman & Combs, 1996). It is anticipated that different views may provide a
"magniîjing glass" (de Shazer, cited in Johnson, Waters, Webster & Goldman, 1997,

p.59) to provide new perspectives on the problems and solutions for the family (Johnson,

Waters. Webster & Goldman, 1997). The family would give their feedback about the
team members' discussion d e r the family resumes their places in the interview room
(Freedman & Combs, 1996).
The reflecting team generates ideas or alternatives based on the information
obtained from the "family-interviewer" (Andersen. 1987, p.420) system. The
observations or descriptions made by the reflecting team to the family should be
presented as tentative speculation, so that the family knows that they have a choice to
take it or not. Therefore, it is important for the reflecting team to use "both-and"
statements rather than "either-or" (Andersen, 1987, p.420) statements to ensure that the
tearn's ideas are only different perspectives and not recommendations about what the
family should do fParry & Doan, 1994). Through the process of searching for different
akrnatives. the family decides whether or not to choose the suggested alternatives as
other ways of approaching the problems.

Summary

Systemic family therapy is based on the theoretical framework of systems theory
that states the problern does not lie within the individual. It is, rather, ernbedded within
the family in which the symptomatic behavior is an integral part. This tenet fits with the
social work practice that an individual's problems or difliculties are better understood as
dysfunctional transactions between systems rather than located within the individual
(Hartman & Liard. 1983).
When a family with children or adolescents cornes to therapy, the focus of therapy

is to assist the family to maintain the balance of change and stability between the
subsystems and to enable the system as a whole to evolve into another state. Through
reframing, task completion, reflexive questions and feedback to the family, the family is
able to recognize the reciprocal influence among family members' feelings and
interactions in sustaining the presenting problem. The ultimate goal of systemic family
therapy is to help the family to "recognize the fact that we are al1 involved in each other's
destiny and this requires behavior that is respectfiil, valuing and worthy of all, individuals
as well as the whole." (Becvar & Becvar, 1999, p. 1 16)

Chapter Three
Structure of Practicum
Sriting of the Practicum

The setting for this practicum was the Farnily Therapy Services of St. Boniface
General Hospital. The program provides services to couples and famiiies with children

or adolescents and training to social work students, residents in psychiatry, and other
students. Families with children or adolescents are referred to the Family Therapy
Services through many sources such as family doctors, other hospital departments, and
community agencies. Al1 client participation in family therapy is voluntary.
Initially, families were pre-selected by my clinical supervisor based on the criteria
that they

are families with children or adolescents and that the identified client would not

necessarily be the child or the adolescent. With those criteria developed, 1 was given the
opportunity to decide whether or not to take the family.
Once 1 selected the case, 1 reviewed the chart or referral fonn to gather al1
available information about the family. Prior to the first interview with each family, I
consulted with my clinical supervisor regarding how to work with the family. Although
there was some variation, 1 normally explained my role to each family that 1 was a
student doing my practicum. 1 also explained the physical setting, the one-way mimr

and the purpose of using the FAM-UI scale and the Family Problem Checklist.

Types of Famiiy

The client population was composed of young children or adolescents and their

families. During the practicum, 1 worked with eight families. Of these eight h i l i e s , 1
worked with three families as the primary therapist, four families with my clinical
supervisor as a co-therapist and one farnily as a reflecting team member. These eight
fmilies were referred by the social worker of the Ambulatory Care, the inpatient Unit of
the Psychiatric ward, the Manitoba Adolescent Treatment Center, the occupational
therapist. the school and through self-referral.

Duration of the Practicum
The practicum started in January of 2000 with a break in July, 2000, and finished
in September, 2000. My placement at the St. Boniface General Hospital was on a part-

time basis: two days per week working with families, and one day per week observing a
resident in Psychiatry working with families, for five months. As well, 1 also o b s e ~ e d
my supervisor working with other families behind the mirror on an irregular basis.

Supervision

My advisory cornmittee consisted of Maria Cheung, Ph.D. (Social Work
Professor at The University of Manitoba), Harvy Frankel, Ph.D. (Social Work Professor
at The University of Manitoba) and Ellen Gordon, M.S.W. (Coordinator of Farnily
Therapy Services at St. Boniface General Hospital). 1 had an interim cornittee meeting
with the members to evaluate and provide feedback on my practicum.

My clinical supervisor, Ellen Gordon, provided live supervision by observing me
behind a one-way mirror for each session.

In addition, discussion and consultation with

my clinical supervisor was doue &er each session. She provided her feedback to the

family and me at the end of each session, either with the fmily behind the mimr or in
the sanie room.

Sorne therapy sessions were videotaped and some were audio-taped for

my seIf-review and for consultation with my clinical supervisor. Al1 file recordings were
read by my supervisor and al1 files were documented according to hospital procedures.

Meas ures of Evaluation
The measures that 1 used to evaluate the effectiveness of my intervention in the
practicum were the General Scale of Farnily Assessment Measure (FAM-III), designed
by Skinner. Steinhauer and Santa Barbara (1995); the Farnily Problem Checklist

developed by the Momson Center for Youth and Farnily Services in Portland, Oregon
and the Client Feedback Checklist developed by Frank Cantafio (1989).
The FAM-III is a standardized self-report rneasure based on the noms of

Canadian clinical and non-clinical populations (Trute, 1985). FAM-III consists of the
General Scale, the Dydiac Relationship Scale and the Self-Rating Scale. I used the
General ScaIe of FAM-III in this practicum. it is a reliable measure of family strengths
and weaknesses as the test re-test reliability and intemal consistency estimated is -93 for
adults and .89 for youth (Skinner et al., 1995).

The FAM-III General Scale (Appendix

A) consisted of fi@ statements to assess the overall fmily functioning such as task

accomplishrnent, rote performance, communication, affective expression, involvement,
control, and values and noms (Skinner et al., 1995). The FAM-III Generai Scale was
administered to the farnily in the fïrst and last therapy sessions.

The Family Problem Checklist (Appendix B) is a self-report measure of the
fmiiy members' perceptions and attitudes towards their family system (Tnite, 1985).

There are 22 specific areas of concem on the list in which family members record their
levels of satisfaction. There are four levels of satisfaction: very dissatisfied, dissatisfied,
satisfied and very satisfied. The Family Problem Checklist was administered to the
family in the first and last therapy session.
The Client Feedback Checklist (Appendix C) consists of ten open-ended
questions. Frank Cantafio (1989) developed the checklist and it was used to ask the
farnily's opinions about the quality of the counseling services provided and the therapist's
heipfulness such as "provides suggestions that are helpîùi" and "helps family to find own
solutions".

Verbal permission was given by Frank Cantafio to use the client feedback

checklist in this practicum. The checklist was administered to the family at the 1st
therapy session.
1 developed the reflecting team feedback form (Appendix D) myself and it

consisted of four open-ended questions to evaluate the etiectiveness of the reflecting
team from the fmily's perspectives. It was administered to the family upon the
termination of therapy.

Chapter Four

Case Outcome Anaiysis

In this section, 1 provide the background information, intervention, feedback
process, outcome of clinical measures and the overall evaluation on each family. The
narnes and other identifiable information about al1 the farnilies are changed in order to
protect the identity of the family. Of the eight families 1saw in this practicurn, I used two
t'amiiies to illustrate in detail the systemic assessment, treatrnent plan, the intervention
process and the outcome of the clinicai measures. 1 chose these two families because
had worked intensively with them, king the primary therapist for the first family and a

CO-therapistwith my supervisor for the second family. 1 also presented two other
farnilies in Appendix H and Appendix M to illustrate the application of systemic family
therapy. A profile of the eight families is presented in Table 1.

Famiiy One

Case Background

Farnily one was a single parent famity with two children. It consisted of Rebecca,
the mother (age 36), and her two children, Shaw (age 9) and Charlie (age 5). Rebecca
was

referred by the Manitoba Adolescent Treatrnent Center (M.A.T.C.)

for family

therapy because of Shaw's persistent lying, stealing and hawig enuresis. Before seeing
the family, 1 reviewed the r e f e d information and formulateci a strategy for worlring with

the family, in consultation with my supervisor.

Table I
A profile of the eight families

Family

Source of

Farnily

Problem

Referral

Composition

IdentiAed by the
~amily

Occupational
Therapist

A single mother

1

with two children

I

Inpatient Unit
of Psychiatrie

Four
Five
Six

A single rnother

sessions

3 months

4Parentçhild

Relationship

Communication

Ambulatory

A single mother

Behaviod

Case

with two children

Problern

Ambulatory

A single mother

Behavioral

Care

with two children

Problern

School

A family with three

Self-Referral

4 months

7

3 months

6

3 months

5

2 1/2

I with three children

children
Seven

Length of
Therapy

Communication

Center

Three

I(

Number

7

One

Two

1

A single rnother

1

1

months

2 months
Problern

2 months

with three children

Eight

Fsychology

A famity with two

intern

children

2 months

Shaw's father, Joseph lefi the family about seven years ago. Charlie's father,
John. told Shaw that he was not his biological father when he and Rebecca separated
about two years ago. Rebecca worked as a clerk to support the farnily and the children
were entrusted to the care of a babysitter.
At the first interview, the fmily was told that my supervisor, Ellen Gordon,
would be behind the rnirror every session. At the end of each session, she would join the
family in the room and provide feedback.
In the first session, Charlie, made too much noise while playing and Rebecca only
brought him to the tïrst and last family sessions with me.
Rebecca complained that besides a lack of communication between her and her
elder son. Shaw, there was an escalating confiict behveen Shaw and Charlie.
Communication and family relationship were the main issues to be dealt with in this
family.

Assessrnent

Rebecca identified Shaw as the problematic farnily member who needed to
change. In this family, the repetitive communication pattern between Rebecca and her
elder son, Shaw was yelling and screarning at each other. Shaw did not tell his mother
his feelings as he did not want to upset her. Without showing his feelings, Shaw felt
frustrated and easily displaced his anger on his younger brother by picking fights with
him. Without mutual understanding about each other's behavior, a recursive interaction
pattern was occurred and the family relationship was getting worse.

Treatment Plans

I.

To facilitate an open communication between Rebecca and her elder son, Shaw.

2.

To help Rebecca and Shaw understand the reciprocal influence of each other's
behavior in sustaining the communication problem.

3.

To improve the reiationship between Shaw and his brother, Charlie.

Interventiorr

Rebecca complained about the non-communication between her and Shaw.
Rebecca felt that there was a role reversal and that she was the chiid when Shaw talked
back to her. In order to monitor Shaw's behavior outside the home, Rebecca forrned a
coaIition with her younger son, Charlie, asking him to teil her how Shaw behaved.
Through the process of communication, farnily rnembers expressed their feelings
to achieve mutual understanding (Skinner et ai., 1995). Clear and direct messages arc
cmcial to the communication process; in this farnily, communication was blocked
because of the inhibition of sharing feelings between Rebecca and her elder son, Shaw.
Mixed messages occurred in the communication between Rebecca and Shaw.
1 used "what" and "how" to encourage Shaw to talk about missing bis father.

Using these prompts avoided blaming one particular family member and encouraged
farnily members to continue their conversation in the sessions. 1 aiso asked Shaw a
hypothetical question to anticipate his mother's reactions afler telling her his feelings
about his father. This is illustrated in the following excerpt:

Therapist:

You knew that your mother was mad because your father wasn't there.

How did you feel?
Shaw:

Don't feel anything, 1 don3 care about my dad.

Therapist:

Were you mad that yow father was not around?

Shaw:

Um-hmm.

Therapist:

You never tell your mom. What if you told her, what would happen?

Shaw:

Who knows?

Therapist:

Yeah, who knows. But what do you think?

Shaw:

Maybe get mad.

Therapist:

Who?

Shaw:

Mom. She doesn't like me to mention my dad.

Therapist:

Rebecca. is it difficult for you to hem Shaw to talk about his father?

Rebecca:

Ah, when he talks about him, no. When he tries to use him. bring his

name up, 1 don't like that.
Therapist:

When was the last time he mentioned his father?

Rebecca:

Shortly d e r Christmas.

Therapist:

What makes you stop mentioning yow father?

Shaw:

He's a bum. He blew up his mother's cabin.

Therapist:

Sol you saw him last Christmas. Do you still remember the time that you

met him?
Rebecca:

He likes him and he remembers his phone number.

Therapist:

Um, you really missed your father!

Shaw:

1 asked her a few times about calling my father and she said no.

Therapist:

So, your mom knows that you really missed your father and you want
to talk to him?

Shaw:

1 don? know.

Therapist:

Would you like to ask her?

Shaw:

No.

Therapist:

You know about that, Rebecca?

Rebecca:

Now 1do. The only problem is that his father does not tell the tmth
and he does illegal things for a living. I prefer my children far away fiom
him.

Rebecca said she did not tell Shaw the reason for not letting hirn see his father
until the session. Rebecca wanted Shaw to talk to her about his feelings but she did not
want Shaw to mention his father. Through the intervention process, both Rebecca and
Shaw could listen to each other's perspectives and understand the mutual influence on
each other's behavior. Shaw was also concerned that his mother would be hurt during a
fight with his mother's friend, Richard. He said it was hard for hirn to tell his mother
about his worries. 1 asked him, W h a t would happen if you told your mother about your
worries?"

He said he did not know what would happen. It was hoped that this

hypothetical question could be assimilated into his thinking some time later.
During the feedback, my supewisor asked Rebecca and Shaw to tell each other
their feelings each day between the sessions. With the accomplishment of the task, 1
asked both of them, "What is the ciifference now? Before, you two seldom shared feelings
and now you can talk to each other about how you feel." This 'now and then' question

was used to highlight the change to make "the difference that makes a difference"
(Bateson, 1972, p.453). Rebecca remarked that there was a big improvement in both of
their lives, emphasizing "both of their lives". This indicated that Rebecca was aware of
the systemic linkage of the communication and relationship between her and her son
(Fleuridas, Nelson & Rosenthal, 1986).
Though Rebecca started to share her feelings with Shaw, she usually shared good

feelings rather than the bad. With the use of direct and comparison questions such as;
"What made it so hard for you to share your feelings?" and, "What is the difference in the
relationship between you and your motheriyou and your son?" It provoked Rebecca to
reflect on her own farnily's niles and interaction patterns in her controlling the
communication pattern between her and her son (Barnes, 1998). Rebecca realized that
she learned from her mother not to share her feelings with others. and she was repeating
the sarne interaction pattern with her son.

The Feedback Process

My supervisor complimented Shaw, telling him that he did a lovely job of taiking
with his mother about the things he wanted to talk about. Rebecca responded that she
was shocked to know about her son's concern. With regard to the conversation about
Shaw's feelings towards his father, my supervisor remarked that Shaw was a very loving
and concemed son and he was very respectfiil of how his mother felt. In regard to
Shaw's feelings about his father, my supeMsor wondered whether both Rebecca and
Shaw were caught in their individud dilemmas. Shaw wanted to see his father and it

seemed that he aiso worried that his mother would be mad at him for talking about his
father. Rebecca was concerned about Shaw's safety, but she also hoped that Shaw would
know his father better. Shaw nodded. My supervisor then directed Shaw's concem to
Rebecca. This led Rebecca to tell Shaw that she was not mad at him for talking about
his father. Rebecca told Shaw that she only got mad when Shaw did not talk to her.
In regards to the increased fighting between Shaw and his brother, Charlie, my
supervisor speculated that it was hard for Shaw to show his feelings, and so sometimes he
took things out on his brother. Shaw nodded. My supervisor remarked that it was easier
to pick fights with people in the family than it was to talk about feelings. She also

observed that Rebecca seldom showed her feelings. Rebecca acknowledged her private
personality and she admitted that she never showed her tme emotions or feelings to her
chiIdren. My supervisor asked Rebecca to ihink about the reasons for not showing her
feelings, and what it would be like if she started to show more of her feelings. At the end
of the feedback, Shaw said he felt much better.
One of the fùnctions of task is to alter the family interaction pattern (Gunn &
Fisher. 1999). The willingness of the family to complete the task indicated their
readiness to change (Gunn & Fisher, 1999). My supervisor asked Rebecca and Shaw to
tell each other one feeling each day between the sessions. They were quite ready to
change as evidenced by the family's feedback after performing the task. Both Rebecca
and Shaw looked relaxed and happier than before. Rebecca reported a change in the
sibIing relationship. There had been less bickering between Shaw and his brother. He
did not exhibit any steaiing or lying behavior. He had been more involved with his

friends at school and tried to improve his reading and writing. They were asked to
continue the task of sharing feelings with each other, but they had to tell each other one
good feeling and one other feeling such as king womed, sad, hstrated or upset.
A systemic change was occurring in the fmily. With the improvement in the

relationship between Rebecca and Shaw, Charlie started acting out to draw his mother's
attention.

Outcome of Clirrical Measures
The FAIM-III Profile

According to the FAM-III manual, children age 10 or above rnay complete the
FAM (Skinner et al., 1995). As Shaw was under ten, he did not have to do the FAM-III

scaIe. Interpretation of the farnily functioning on the FAM-III scale was categorized into
family suength, average range and fmily problem in terms of the range of the scores of
family members (Skinner et al., 1995). The average range of fmily functioning should
fail between the scores of 40 and 60. Scores outside 60 indicates the family member has
a problem in family functioning and scores below 40 indicates the family member has
effective family functioning (Skimer et al., 1995). However, the validity of the scores on
family functioning is affected by the scores on the social desirability and denial scale.
Scores above 50 on the social desirability andior denial scale indicate the possibility of
distortion of the responses to farnily functioning. Fmily members may minimize their
problems in family functioning. in scores below 40 in the social desirability andtor
denial scale, the family member may maximize the problem.

Rebecca completed the pre-and post-test of the FAM-III (see Figure 1 and 2) and
the scores are presented in Table 2. At the b e g i ~ i n gof therapy, Rebecca had a score
beyond the average range in the area of control. This matched the way she controlled
Shaw's behavior. Rebecca scored far beyond the average range in the area of role
performance and communication, consistent with her verbal reports about role reversal
and lack of communication with her son. The result of Rebecca's pst-test indicated
there was a positive change in communication and control but the scores were still above
the average range, During intervention, there was more talking between Rebecca and
Shaw about their feelings and this could affect the way Rebecca exercised control.

However, the score of role performance was the same as in the pre-test, which was still
above normal range. In the post-test, her scores are beyond the average range in the area
of affective expression, involvement, and values and norms. It was likely the result of

Rebecca's recognition of the problem of learning fiom her mother (norms and values) of
not showing feelings (affective expression), and her affècted interaction with her son
(involvement). Nevertheless, the identified problem would be exaggerated by Rebecca in
view of her denial score (28) in the post-test. With a score lower than 40 on the denial
scale, there is a greater chance of her maximizing the problems.

The Family Problem Checklist
Rebecca was "dissatisfied" with handling anger and hstration, dealing with
matters concerning sex, relationships between children, relationship between parents and
children, and situation at work in the pre-test (see Table 3). These were relatively similar
to her responses in the FAM-III scaie. She did not show her feelings and she might fee1

Table 2

Family One: Pre/Post-Test Scores on FAM-III General Scale

/ Family Member

L

Overall Rating
Task Accomplishment
Role Performance
Communication
Affective Expression
Involvernent

Rebecca

1

64
58
74

78
58
60

64
58
74
64
64
66

Figure 1
FAMILY ONE FAM-III PROFILE
PRE-TEST

Family
Problem

Average

Range

Farnily
Strength

Figure 2
FAMILY ONE FAM-III PROFILE
POST-TEST

Family
Problem

Average
Range

Family
Strength

Table 3

THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST REBECCA (PRE-TEST)
Below is a list of farnily concerns. Indicate how satistied you are with how your family is doing NOW in
cach area. Put a check(>() in the box that shows your feeiings about each area.
Very Dissatistied

Between

Satisfied

Showing good feelings (joy,
happiness. pleasure. etc.)
Sharing feelings like anger,
sadness, hun, etc.
Sharine ~roblemswith the familv
Makine sensible rules
Bcing able to discuss what is right
or wrong
Sharing of responsibilities
Handling anger and fnisnation
Dealing with rnaners concerning

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

Proper use of alcohol. drugs
10. Use of discipline

9.

1 1. Use of physical force

12. The amount of independence you
have in the farnily
lj. Making contact with frienâs,
relatives. church, etc.
14. Relationshio between narents
15. Reiationshi~between children
16. Relationship behveen parents and
children
17. Time farnily members spend
together
18. Situation at work or school
19. Familv finances
30. Housine situation
- - --

1 2 1.

--

Overall satisfaction with rny

1

1

1

Make the last rating for yourseIf:
23. Feeling good about myself

1

1

1

X

1

1

I

frustrated and impatient and get mad at herself easily. There were escalated fights
between Shaw and Charlie which explained the unsatisfactory relationships between the
children. The parent-child relationship was not satisfactory because of noncommunication between Rebecca and Shaw. Rebecca mentioned the stresshl situation at
work in the sessions. in the pst-test (see Table 4), Rebecca was "very dissatisfied" with
the situation at work and with family finances. She indicated "dissatisfied" in the pre-test
with the relationships between children and the relationships between parent and children
and put these under "in between". These are relatively consistent with her responses in

her FAM-III profile, in which she had positive changes in communication and control.
Because of Shaw's age, 1 did not make him do the Farnily Problem Checklist.

The Client Feedback ChecWist
Rebecca was very satisfied with the counseling services provided. She found that
the suggestions were helpful and did not impose on her and her family. She felt warm
and relaxed in the sessions. The feedback checklist is shown on Table 5.

Overall Evaluation

There is positive change in the family communication as evidenced by the clinical
results and verbal feedback from the family. 1 observed that both Rebecca and Shaw
were able to understand and talii about their feelings with each other in the latter course
of therapy. During the feedback process, sharing of feelings between Rebecca and Shaw
was further enhanced, and issues of family beIiefs were revealed. 1 specuiated about
Rebecca's negative responses in the area of affective expression, values and noms, and

Table 4

THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST REBECCA (POST-TEST)
Below is a list of family concerns. Indicate how satisfied you are with how your family is doing NOW in
each area. Put a check (X) in the box that shows your feelings about each area.
Dissatisfied

Very Dissatistied

In
Between

Satisfied

x

Showing good feelings like joy,
happiness. pleasure. etc.
7. Sharing feelings like anger,
sadness. hun. etc.
3. Sharing problems with the family
4. Making sensible niles
5 . Being able to discuss what is right
or wrong
6. Sharing of responsibilities
7. tlandling anger and fnistration
8. Dealing with maners concerning
Sex
9. Proper use of alcohol. d r u g
10. Use of discipline
1.

,

X
X

x
X

X

X
X
X

13. The amount of independence you

X

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
70.

have in the family
Making contact with friends,
relatives, church. etc.
Relationship between parents
Relationship behveen children
Relationship between parents and
children
Time family members spend
Together
Situation at work or school
Family finances
Housing situation

2 1. Overall satisfaction with my
family

x

x

1 1 . Use of physical force

1 3.

Very
Satisfied

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

I

I

I

X

I

I

1

1

1 x

1

1

Make the last rating for yourself:
22. Feeling good about myself

I

Table 5

CLIENT FEEDBACK CHECKLIST (REBECCA)
Below is a list of questions concerning the counseling services you have received. These
questions provide information about what was helpfùl, what was not helpful, and how the
services you received could be more helpful. Put an (X) in the box that best describes
your opinion about the services your cohselor has provided.
Vesl
Dissatisfied
Keeps to
Appointrnents and
timr commitments
Communicates
clearly
Demonstntes an
understanding of
Our family
Demonstrates
acceptance
Provides
suggestions that
are helpful
Demonstrates a
sense of humor
Provides a relaxed
atmosphere
Helps farnily to
tind own solutions
Provides
information in a
way that is not
imposing
Demonstrates
warmth
Helps family to
see things
differently or in a
new way
Overall quality of
service

Anv additional comments:

Dissatisfied

in Behveen

Satisfied

VerY
Satisfied

X

X

X
X
X
X

x
X

x
x
X

X

involvement. They are likely the result of Rebecca's acknowledgement of the problems
after intervention. Charlie's acting out behavior indicated the systemic change in the
family after intervention. 1 believed 1 had developed a trustful relationship with the
family during the course of the therapy. At my last session with the family, Shaw drew a
picture of my supervisor and me to show his appreciation. As the family needs to sustain
their positive change in communication, they continued therapy with my supervisor when
1 left.

This family demonstrated the principle of systemic family therapy that a change

in one part of the system can induce change in other parts as well. The improvement
between the mother and the elder son induced a positive change in sibling relationship.
There was positive change in the identified client's behavior in the larger system as well.

Family Two

Case Background

This family consisted of the mother, Anita (age 49), her two sons, Patrick (age 17)
and Spencer (age 12). Anita's husband, Roy, died in an accident about five years ago.

Patrick was diagnosed with diabetes at the age of 11. He was admitted to the hospital
because of his debilitating illness. During his stay in the hospital, Patrick requested
counseling to relieve the stress that he experienced with his mother at home. He
participated in a self-management group while he was having family therapy. My
supervisor and 1 were the CO-therapistsfor this family for a total of 8 sessions. The
reflecting tearn was used in 4 sessions.

In adolescence, Patrick tried to gain independence by taking care of his heaith and
schoolwork. Patrick cornplained about his mother's nagging over his medication and
schoolwork and this made him feel stressed. He was concerned about his illness and he
thought that the stress frorn the farnily could aggravate it. Because of his deteriorating
health, he had a private tutor to help him with schoolwork at home as he could not attend

a regular school.

Assessrnent

Communication and boundary issues were presented in tenns of Patrick's
developrnental needs. Patrick dernanded autonomy by yelling and screaming at his
rnother's intrusiveness. Because of his illness, Anita became over-invoIved, treating him
like a child. She had developed an enrneshed boundary with him. The fmily also had
difficulty in expressing and sharing their feelings about the fatherhusband's death.

Treafment Plans
1.

Assist Anita to estabiish a clear boundary with her two children.

2.

Assist Anita and Patrick to renegotiate their relationship to maintain a balance of
autonorny and responsibility.

3.

Help the family to communicate feelings about the loss of the fatherhusband.

Intervention

Patrick was an articulate adolescent who did not show affection to his family
members. He always intenupted and angrily criticized them. Patrick tried to strive for

autonomy by doing things such as his schoolwork and taking care of his health. His
illness had influenced his mother's view of him. She treated him like a helpless child.
Anita was assigned to allow Patrick to do his own schoolwork. Nevertheless, Patrick
angrily reported that his mother not only kept bothering him at his schoolwork but also
told him to cheat on the exam at home. Anita burst into tears because she felt that Patrick
misinterpreted her care and concern as criticism. The issue of autonomy was highlighted

in the reflection and there was a significant change in the relationship between Patrick
and his mother.
Communication about feelings is inhibited in the family, as typically there is
ofien a breakdown in family communication when people are reluctant to talk about the
deceased or death (Sedney, Baker and Gross, 1994). The family acknowledged that they
had difficulty in sharing their feelings about the loss of their father.
Patrick was mad at his mother for telling her boyfkiend, Peter, to do the lawn.
Patrick was asked to tell his rnother that he did not want to lose the memory of helping
his father with the lawn. When the family talked about their emotions when they went to
the cemetery on Father's Day, Patrick said he Iearned fiom his uncle and fiiends thiit a
man should not show his feelings. My supervisor told him that anger would take over by
hiding his feelings and he acknowledged having had the sarne experience.

The Feedback Process

The reflecting team was used in the feedback process in this family. The team
member included my supervisor, Dr. Jocelyn, a resident in Psychiatry, and myself.

In response to the issues of Patrick's schoolwork, Dr. Jocelyn thought that Patrick

was talking about trust. She wondered if maybe Anita was not ready to trust Patrick in
doing well in his schoolwork and getting well. My supervisor wondered whether Anita
was overly wonied about Patrick and he felt he was not trusted.

Without mutual

understanding and seeing each other's perspectives, both Anita and Patrick
rnisinterpreted each other's behavior. My supervisor also wondered what would help
them see each other's perspectives differently. She suggested the farnily think about a
solution rather than being angry with each other. The family had no comment about the
reflection.
The reflection did have an impact on the interaction between Patrick and Anita.
Patrick was less angry in the following session and he saw his mother's concern
differently. He said he would give up fighting with his mother because he found that she
also nagged her boyfnend about his medication. Rather than getting iocked in a battle
with his mother without a resolution, Patrick tumed to spending time chatting with his
friends over the Internet, something which he could control. Though Patrick's friend
teased him when he went to school with his mother, he defended his mother when his
friend criticized her.
In this reflection, I refiamed Patrick's giving up as a different way to relate with
his mother by making peace with his mother. Maybe he tried a positive way to relate
with his mother instead of giving up. 1 also speculated about the reason why Anita was
concerned about Patrick's schoolwork. She knew that Patrick had to deal with his illness
for his whole Iife. This made her wony about Patrick's future if he did not have a good
education.
Dr. Jocelyn agreed that Patrick's illness had prevented him fiom k i n g more

independent. At his age, adolescents are becoming more independent or getting their
driver's licenses. Dr. Jocelyn thought Anita really cared for her children and she womed
about Patrick's future and his prospects for an education. But that concern caused great
conflict because her way of showing or caring was to be over-involved and Patrick
perceived that as being intrusive and controlling. Perhaps she didn't know a different
way to show her care for him. Dr. Jocelyn believed Patrick knew at one level that his

mother cared for hirn because he didn't like his fkiend criticizing his mother.

The family had the following comrnents aller the reflection:
1 liked it when the doctor said, "She cares about him in one way and

Anita:

shows it in another way".
Patrick:

1 liked, "When my Friend trashed my rnother, 1 defended hef'.

Anita:

I thought you meant giving up your schoolwork (to Patrick).

Patrick:

That's what 1 want to clarify with her [refers to me] about giving up. She
misunderstood what I meant by giving up. 1 meant stop yelling, stop the
rnadness so I finaily cm ded with it rny own way without involving her
[refers to his moiher] this time. When 1said give up, 1 meant when she's
on my back at a certain point, 1'11 Ieave. 1'11 also use the Intemet to isolate
rnyself and to make some fiends and she [refers to me] said i'll tind a
constructive way to deal with it. Oh! One thing that 1 forget 1 can get my
driver's license until the doctor says.

The reflection had a significant impact on Patrick gaining his independence. He
was less angry when he taIked to his mother in the subsequent family sessions. He

started preparing for the written test for beginners and he asked his mother to heip him
with it.

tn her reflection, Dr. Jocelyn said she noticed that Patrick was moving on,
becoming more independent, which was something we talked about in regard to the

driver's l icense. She suggested Patrick might take on other kinds of responsibilities such
as looking after his clothes and not expecting other people to do things for him. Dr.
Jocelyn ais0 thought it was important for Patrick to take on more responsibilities by
goinç to school and making plans for his education.
1 wondered whether the farnify had a very hard time showing their feelings about

their father's death. My supervisor pointed out that Patrick asked for his mother's help
and she really helped him with that. This indicated the family was working hard and was

trying to work things out.
Although the fmily did not have any comment about the reflection, it niggered
further change in the relationship between Patrick and his rnother. Anita had more
confidence in Patrick's ability to do things for himself. She was surprised at Patrick's
good driving skills and she was not as nervous about Patrick's driving as she thought she
would be. Moreover, Anita tried to show her care and concem for Patrick in a different
way. She helped Patrick pactise his driving and she tried to pull herself back from king

too involved with Patrick's schoolwork. Besides, Patrick finished al1 his schoolwork of

his own accord.
With regard to sharing feelings about the loss of che father, Patrick said he was the

onIy one who mentioned missing his father. Spencer seldom mentioned his feelings
about his father. Instead, he wrote about his feelings in an autobiography. The family

had more understanding about Spencer's feelings after they read the autobiography.
Anita felt tom between her boyfnend, Peter, and her children. Patrick acknowledged his
fear that Peter would take over Patrick's father's position. Spencer did not allow his
mother and Peter to show physical affection for each other because Peter was not his
father.
In the reflection, Dr. Jocelyn said she noticed that the farnily talked more about
the loss of the father and husband and the effect of including a new person, Peter. She
thought Anita and the children did not want to forget the fatherhusband because he was
still present in their lives. Dr. Jocelyn showed her understanding towards Anita's
struggle for a relationship bdanced by the need to show her care and concem to her
children. My supervisor responded that she could understand how hard it was for the
children to see their mother involved with another man. She really appreciated how the
family tried to come to terms with these situations and tried to stniggle with these. My
supervisor wondered whether the children might wony that their father would be
forgotten. She also appreciated that Spencer started talking about some of his feelings in
the session and she encouraged him to find a way to sense what was going on with him
and to talk about his feelings. Dr. Jocelyn agreed that Spencer seemed to have little
trouble sharing his feelings and had a tendency to let other people to speak for him so it
was an important step for him to speak for himself in the session.
The impact of reflection was further shown in the last family session. Anita
reported that Patrick was showing more independence by taking on more responsibilities
such as keeping his room clean and doing his laundry. He even wrote d o m the things he
had to do and he did them.

Oirtcome of Clinical Measures

The FAM-III Profile
The scores of the FAM-III scales are presented in Table 6. The family completed
the pre-and post-test of the FAM-III scale (see Figure 3 and 4). In the pre-test, Anita
rnight maximize the farnily problems because she scored 36 on both on the social
desirability and denial scale. She identified task accomplishment, role performance,
affective expression, involvement and control as the family problems. Obviously, Anita
controlled her children's activities such as doing homework and preparing for tests
(control). She was over-involved with Patrick by checking his schoolwork and opening
his jewelry box (involvement). She also failed to adapt to the change in Patrick's
developmental transition (role performance) and did not give her children the opportunity
to fulfill their developmental tas& (task accornplishment).
Anita acknowledged she did not share her feelings with the children about the loss
of their father (affective expression). Upon termination of the therapy, Anita had
significant changes in farnily functioning. She showed her c m and concern for Patrick
by allowing him to get his driver's license (task accomplishment) and to let him take
responsibility for his self-care (role perfomance). She gave Patrick more personal space
to do things such as going out with tiiends jinvoIvement) and she did not interfere with
his schoolwork (control). She started sharing some of her feelings with her children in
the sessions (affective expression). With al1 these changes, Anita did not identiS, the task
accomplishment, role performance, control, involvement and affective expression as
farnily problems in the post-test. One limitation on the interpretation of her positive
changes in the family functioning might be inflated in considering her score was over 50

Table 6

Family Two: PrePost-Test Scores on FAM-III General Scale

Overall Rating
Task
Accomplishment
Role Performance
Communication
Affective

67
78

53
54

76
86

67
72

60

66
60

60

78

74

74
74

64

54
50

58

64
52

78

60

64

60

64

68

55
52

Figure 3
FAMILY TWO F M 4 1 PROFILE
CRE-TEST

Family
Problem

Average
Range

Family
Strength

+Patrick

Figure 4
FAMILY TWO FAM-iII PROFILE
POST-TEST

Fami'y
Problem

Average
Range

Farnily
Strength

on the social desirability scale.
All areas of Patrick's farnily hctioning in his FAM-III profile fe1l beyond the
average range in the pre-test. He might maximize the problems because his scores on the
social desinbility and denial scales were below 40. Besides, Patrick's scores were
extremely elevated beyond the average range as compared with other family rnembers.
The intensity of Patrick's anger could be high at the tirne of completing the scaks which

could affect his scores on the FAM-UI scales (Skinner et al., 1995). Patrick was alTected
by his family's belief that he should not express his feelings and emotions (values and

norms). With a change in the gender belief that a man should not show his feelings
(values and norms). he had a bener understanding of his own ernotions and feelings.
Besides. through the reflection, Patrick took a different way io show his autonomy by
getting a driver's license (task accornplishment). He also started taking up more
responsibility in the family (role performance), Although farnily communication was one
of the focuses of the family session, it placed more emphasis on expressing feelings
arnong tàmily members (affective expression). Patrick had an angry attitude towards his
mother and brother in the earIy phase of famity therapy. M e r using the reflecting tearn
in the feedback, Patrick was calmer and less angry towards family members
(involvement). Arnong the positive changes, Patrick's scores in the areas of task
accomplishment, role performance, control, and values and norms are still beyond the
average range in the post-test. He had the same score in communication in pre-and posttest.
Spencer identified three problematic areas in his family fùnctioning: task
accomplishent, role performance and affective expression. Spencer was not able to talk

about the death of his father at the beginning of the therapy. As the therapy progressed.
he was able to talk about his feelings towards this loss (affective expression). Spencer
asked his mother not to interfere with his schoolwork and he successfully refused to cake
a pre-test at home (task accomplishment). Spencer is an adolescent and he might also
start recognizing his developmental needs such as developing autonomy. Although Anita
related differently to Patrick's developmental needs d e r intervention, she might not
necessarily make the corresponding change to Spencer's developmental needs. Hence,
Spencer still identified role performance as the family problem in the post-test. Within
the average range, there was a higher score in values and noms after intervention.
Spencer might start to impose dit'ferent demands on his farnily because of his
developmental growth. He rnight find some of the h i l y rules are unreasonable and
inflexible.

The Family Problem Checklist
In the pre-test, Anita was "very dissatisfied" with the amount of independence she
had in the îàmily (Appendix E). Anita was over-involved with her children, especially
Patrick; she seldom took some time for herself. She was also 'tery dissatisfied" with the
sharing of feelings, sharing of responsibilities and use of discipline. These were similar
with her results in her FAM-iii profile that she had problems in affective expression, role

performance and controi. In the pst-test, she was generally satisfied with most areas of
farnily concems in the checklist (Appendix F).
At the beginning of therapy, Patrick had similar responses in the problem
checklist (see Table 7) and FAM-iU profile. In the checklist, he was 'tery dissatisfied"

Table 7

THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST PATRICK (PRE-TEST)
Below is a list of family concems. Indicate how satisfied you are with how your family is doing NOW in
each area. Put a check (x) in the box that shows your feelings about each area.

1 Very Dis- 1 Dissatislied

1
1 1.

Showing good feelings Ooy,
happiness. pleasure, etc.)
3. Sharing feelings like anger,
sadness. h a etc.
3, Sharine probltms with the familv

1 4.

1

Making- sensible niles
5. Being able to discuss what is nght
or wong
6. Sharinn of res~onsibilities
7. Nandlin~aneer and hstration

-

1 8.

Dealing with rnatten concrming
sex
9. Proper use of alcohol, drugs
10. Use of discipline

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

X

1

-x-

1

I

x 1
I
X
.-

I

X

I

1

X

1

1

1

I

12. The amount of independence you
have in the family
13. Making contact with friends,

17.

I 18.
19.
20.

children
Time family members spend
together
Situation at work or school
Family finances
Housing situation

2 1. Ovenll satisfaction with my
family

Satistïed

x

1

I

x
X
I

1 1. Use of physical force

Between

II
1

I

X

II

X.

I

I

I

I

I

1

1

1

X

I

I

Make the 1 s t rating for yourself:

37. Feeling good about myself

1 x 1

I

in sharing problems with the family, discussing what is right and wrong, and making
sensible rules (communication).

He was dso 'tery dissatisfied" with sharing

responsibilities (role performance), handling anger and Fnistntion (affective expression),
use of physical force (control), use of discipline. dealing with matters concerning sex, and
the relationship between children. Upon intervention, Patrick made positive changes in
expressing feelings instead of becoming angry he underîook some farnily responsibilities,
and did his schoolwork of his own accord. However, he was still 'tery dissatisfied" in
the sharing of responsibilities in the post-test (see Table 8).
Spencer was "very dissatisfied" with the sharing of responsibilities in the pre-test
(Appendix E). In the post-test, he was 6'dissatisfied" with the sharing problems with the
family. making sensible rules, and the sharing of responsibilities (Appendix F). These
might relatively correspond to the area of role performance and values and noms in his
FAM-III profile.

The Client Feedbuck Checklisi

The family felt accepted in the therapy and they found the therapists provided
helpful suggestions. Patrick found that the therapists helped the farnily to see things in a
different way (see Table 9). Anita was satisfled with the counseling semices (Appendix
G). Spencer found the therapists helped his family to find solutions to their problems and

understood his family situation (Appendix G).

Rejlecting Team Feedbuck Form
As the family did not return the reflecting team feedback form to me, 1 codd not

THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHF,CKLIST PATRICK (POST-TEST)
Below is a Iist of family concerns. Indicate how satisfied you are with how your family is doinp NOW in
each area. Put a check (x) in the box that shows your feelings about each area.
Very Dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

In
Between

Satisfied

X

1. Showing good feelings (joy,
happiness. pleasure. etc.)
2. Sharing feelings like anger,
sadness. hun. etc.
3. Sharing problems with the family
4. Making sensible rules
5. Boing able to discuss what is right
or wrong
6. Sharing of responsibilities
7. Handling anger and Frustration
8. Dealing with matters conceming
sex
9. Proper use of alcohol. dnigs

x
X
X

x
X

x

x

x
X

10. Use of discipline

X

I 1 . Use of physical force

I

x

12. The amount of independence you
have in the farnily
13. Making contact with friends,
relatives, church. etc.
14. Relationship between parents
15. Relationship between children
16. Relationship between parents and
children
17. Time family members spend
together
t8. Situation at work or school
19. Farnily finances
20. Housing situation

12 1. Overatl satisfaction with my

Very
Satisfied

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
X

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

x 1

1

Make the l a s rating for yourself:
22. Feeling good about myself

1 x

1

Table 9

CLIENT FEEDBACK CHECKLIST (PATRICK)
Below is a list of questions concerning the counseling services you have received. These
questions provide information about what was helpfül, what was not helpful, and how the
services you received could be more helpful. Put an (X) in the box that best describes
your opinion about the services your co~kselorhar pr&ided.
VeY
Dissatisfied
Keeps to
appointments and
time commiunents
Communicates
clearly
Demonstrates an
understanding of
our farnily
Demonstntes
acceptance
Provides
suggestions that
are helpful
Demonstrates a
sense of humor
Provides a relaxed
atmosphere
FIrlps family to
find o w solutions
Provides
information in a
way that is not
imposing
Demonstrates
warmth
Helps family to
see things
differently or in a
new way
Overall quality of
service

Anv additional cornrnents:

Dissatisfied

In Between

Satisfied

ver^
Satistied

X

X

x
X

x

x
x
X

x

x
x
X

evaluate the effectiveness of the reflecting team fiom the family's perspective.

Overall Evaluafion

Before using the reflecting team, the change in the parent-child relationship was
not significant. Patrick stuck with his way of having his independence by asking his
rnother not to interfere with his life. The reflecting team helped Anita and Patrick to see
things more from each other's perspectives. The tearn also introduced alternative views
of seeing the parent-child relationship.

Patrick then started using a different way to

stnve for his autonomy such as getting his driver's license and taking on more
responsibility. Also, through the process of preparing for the driving test, Anita started to
change her view of Patrick's ability. She had more confidence on Patrick's doing things
and was able to be Iess involved with him.
Through direct intervention, Spencer shared his feelings about the loss of his
father in the latter course of therapy. In the sharing, the family members realized each of
them had a different way to do their grieving. Though there could be some input for
Patrick's change from his self-management group, 1 believed that the farnily therapy had
a significant impact on the overall changes in this family.
This family provided me the opportunity of understanding the reciprocal influence

of their behavior towards each other. Also, 1 experienced the effect of refiaming the
meaning of an event or problem among family members, and leading to changes in
farnily interaction.

Chapter Five

Introduction
In reviewing the families 1 had dealt with in this practicurn, the usefulness of
systemic family therapy, the feedback process and the attainment of my professional
goals are presented in this chapter. Also, the implication of the practicum to me as a
minority therapist is also discussed.

Evaluation of Practicum
Evaluation of tlie Usefulness of Systemic Family Therapy

Fumily Commlrnicarion

All four farnilies had problems in communicating feelings and in sending clear
and direct messages to family members, causing conflicts in the parent-child relationship.
Without clearly defined roles through open communication, the family fails to attain its
basic family tasks (Skinner et al., 2000). With improvements in farnily communication,
there were corresponding changes in role responsibilities and family relationship.

Bo ttndary

Boundary was another focus of the therapeutic work in this practicum. It was
found that parenta1 over-involvement with a child in one of the farnilies created tension
either in the parent-child or sibling subsystem.

By re-establishing an appropriate

boundary in the parent-child system, it was observed that there was improvement in the
parent-child relationship.

Tusk
Task c m be used to restructure family boundaries and change family

communication patterns. Due to limitations in my interviewing skills, 1 did not use task
to work with al1 four families during this practicum.

Rejre-rive Qzcesrions

Reflexive questions are helpful in reveding a farnily's structure such as
enmestunent in the parent-child subsystem. With the creation of new boundaries around
farnily subsystems. family role responsibility was clearly defined. In addition, the use of
"how" and "what" engziged fmily members in conversation to express their perspectives

on problems and solutions. Further, cornparison questions were used to sustain positive
change in the parent-child relationship. However, [ found that hypothetical questioning
with children was not very usefui in my work with Family One. I used this technique to
encourage the elder son to think about what possible changes could occur in the
relationship with his mother if he could openly express his feelings. He could not think
of any possible change. in Family Four, 1 asked the younger son to think about what
positive changes he could wish for in his relationship with his mother but he couid not
corne up with his wishes for positive change.

Evaluatbii of the Effectiveness of lhe Feedbacû Procas

In systemic family therapy, feedback is one of the means to increase the
effectiveness of therapy. Families readily accepted suggested iasks provided in the
feedback by my supervisor.

By posing questions or dilemmas to families, they were

stimulated to think through and process alternatives for their problems.

Families'

strengths were emphasized and complimented to encourage hem to work together as a
unit on solving problems. Blaming any particular family members was defused. As a
result of the feedback process, positive changes such as communicating and sharing
feelings were observed in the family.
The reflecting team was used to give feedback to the family in this practicum.
After introducing the reflecting team, there was positive change in Family Two. It was

noticed that family members attended more to the positive comrnents fiom the reflecting
team. By providing the family with alternatives to view their situations, it unlocked their
stniggle with each other in solving their problems.

However. in considering the

inconsistent reflecting team membership in some sessions with Family Four. it posed a
limit on the usefulness of the reflecting team. The elder son of Family Four took the
positive comments from the reflecting team as non-constructive in helping his family.
His comment could not fully account for evaluating the effectiveness of the reflecting
iearn as he only attended one session with the reflecting team. 1 also noticed that the
younger son of Family Four did not pay much attention to the team discussion. This
made me wonder about the effectiveness of the reflecting team in working with different
people of different age groups.
Similar feedback was provided by my supervisor and the reflecting team. Both
emphasized the family's strengths and offered tentative suggestions. The only difference
was the reflecting team provided more ways of solving problems. Also, feedback
provided by an observer or a tearn behind the minor was both helphi to the therapist and
the farnily. Feedback supplemented the therapist's intervention and also reinforced the

positive changes in the farnily.

Evaliration of Profissional Goals

1 had a new and challenging experience doing therapy with family of a different

culture. 1 learnt to use appropriate words or phrases when asking questions. For
esample. 1 did not know the difference between, "What was that like for you?" and.
"How do you feel?" 1 found live supervision very useful as my clinical supervisor would
provide direction and gave me immediate feedback when 1did not know what to do in the
session. 1 also found the supervision session was very helpful for me to think of different
perspectives to work with family. It also gave me the opportunity to reflect on my own
personal life experiences, culture and family background in relating my work to the
family. My clinical supervisor also noticed that 1 was not vcry sensitive to changes in
the emotions of farnily. This made me realize that 1 was uncomfortable in dealing with
the emotional aspect in my own family.

Participating in the reflection was a valuable leaming opportunity. Though 1 read

some literature on the reflecting tearn, it was helpful to have practical experience to
supplement my conceptual knowledge. In addition, 1 found that the feedback fiom the
reflecting team not only provided different alternatives but it also gave me insights in
considering other way of working with families.
During training, 1 had the opportunity to see my clinical supervisor at work and to
exercise my involvement providing feedback to the farnily. Through t h , 1 lemed how
to pose questions and how to choose appropriate words.

Also, observuig oîher

professionals or therapists behind a one-way mirror provided me with the opportunity to

leam the different styles of professionds and therapists and different theoretical
approaches with families.
In my training, 1 implemented systemic family therapy concepts in my work with
families. 1 leamed to see systemic interactions and relationships among family members
in rnaintaining the problems.

Also, 1 experienced how families easily attributed a

problem to one particular family member. This demonstrated the feature of "change and
stability" in h i l i e s . They illustrated "we have this problematic member who must
change, but as family, we are fine" (Tornm, 1984, p.115). Clinical measurements such as
FAM-III and the Family Problem Checklist heiped me to assess the family and facilitated

the process of relevant intervention with each family. For my professional growth as a
therapist. I learned to polish my intetviewing skills and questions on working with family
in a systemic way. Through my training, 1 reaiized that one of my weaknesses was to
focus on the content instead of the therapeutic process. Also as a therapist, 1 found hat it
is very important to realize that my personai qualities such as values, life experiences,

culture and beliefs have an efiect on the way 1 work with family.
1 felt that 1 comected and had rapport with each family.

From the Client

Feedback Checklist, al1 fmilies were satisfied with my qualities as a therapist and the
services provided.

Implications of the Practicum to the Thercrpist

Of the eight families that 1 worked with during the practicum, there were two
families from a minority group and six families came from the mainstrearn society. As a
minority therapist, I understood more about the family's concerns such as the use of the

one-way mirror and the reflecting team.

In some cultures, farnily does not feel

cornfortable in sharing their family issues with people outside the fmily. This could
inhibit the use of the reflecting team in working with some minority groups. Although
the majority of the family in the practicurn was fiom the mainstream society, 1 noticed
that trust is an important element despite the cultural differences between therapist and
family. 1 also found that it was a good opportunity to leam the mainstream culture with a
Caucasian supervisor. We shared and incorporated our cultural differences on working
with farnilies from different eshnic groups. This not ody enhanced my professional
knowledge but also facilitated my work with fmily.

My practicum experience in a hospital settinp also enabled me to leam how the
file was documented.

In consideration of the ethnic differences between other

professionals and myself in the hospitai setting, 1 found that al1 of us are dedicated to the
goal of helping people.

Corr clrrsion

In conclusion, the use of systemic family therapy is a viable approach in working
with families with children and adolescents. Systemic fmily therapy conceptualizes the

family as unit with mutual and interactive relationships m o n g farnily members.
Concepts such as boundary, communication and fmily beliefs were found to be helpful
in working with farnilies during this practicum. Through the techniques of systemic
farnily therapy, each fmily member is able to see the circuiar connections to their
behavior (Israelstam, 1988), to try out change in the family through task accomplishment,
and to focus on the family's strength. Thou@ the feedback process, the family has the

choice to decide their own course of change. In addition, the use of feedback, such as the
reflecting team, further strengthened or complemented the therapist's work with farnily.
When 1 applied the use of systemic family therapy in my practicum, 1 did not set some
specific goals with the family d e r the first session. 1 consider each session as a new
entity "because the family tells a different story in each session" (Bosco10 & Bertrando,
1993, p. 132).

In assessing my skills as a therapist, 1 still get caught in the content and lose track
of interaction patterns in the session. However, I am confident that with practice, 1 will
be able to see myself as a skilled and effective family therapist.
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APPENDIX A
FAMILY ASSESSMENT MEASURE (ii1): GENERAL SCALE

Directions: On this page and the reverse side, you wiU find 50 statements about your family as a whole.
Read each statement carefully and decide how well the statement applies to your family. Make your
response by circling one of the provided answea (%ongly agee," "agree," "disagree," or "strongly
disagree"). Circle only one response for each item. Mark an answer for every statement, even if you are
not completely sure of your answer,
We spend too much time arguing about wbai our problems are.
Family dutirs are fairly shared.
When 1 ask someone to explain what they mean, 1 get a straight answer.
When someonr in OUT family is upset, we don't know if they are angry, sad. scared or what.
We are as well adjusted as any family could possibly be.
You don't get a chance to be an individual in our farnily.
When 1 ask why we have certain rules, I don't get a good answr.
We have the same views on what is nght or m n g .
I don't see how any family could get dong better than ours.
10. Some days we are more easily annoyed than on others.

I 1. When problems corne up. ive try different ways of solvine them.
12. My fmily expects me to do more than my share.

13. We argue about who said what in our famiiy.
14. We tell each other about things that bother us.
15. My family could be happier than it is.
16. We feel loved in our family.

17. When you do something wrong in our family, you don't know what to expect.
18. It's hard to tell what the d e s are in our family.
19. 1 don't think any farnily couid possibly be happier than mine.

70. Sometimes we are unfair to each other.
2 1. We never let things pile up until they are more than we can handle.
22. We agree about who should do what in our family.

23. I never know what's going on in our f a d y .
14. 1 can let my family know what it is bothering me.

75. We never get angry in our family.

26. My family tries to run my Sie.
27. if we do something wrong, we don't get a chance to explain.
28. We argue about how rnuch fieedorn we should have to make our own decisions.
29. My family and 1 understand each other completely.

30. We sornetimes hun each othea feelings.

3 1. When things aren't going weU it takes too long to work them out.
32. We can't rely on family rnernbers to da their part.
33. We take the time to listen to each other.

34. When someone is upset. ~e don't find out until rnuch later.
35. Sometirnes we avoid each other.
36. We feel close io -ch other.
37. Punishrnents are fair in our fmily.
38. The rules in our family don? make sense.
39. Sorne things about my ïamily don't entirely pieme me.

40. We never get upset with each other.
4 1. We deal with our problems even when they're serious.

42. One family mernber always tries to be the center of attention.
43. My family lets me have my say, even if they disagree.

44. When our family geu upset. we take too long to get over it.

45. We alwvays admit Our mistakes without trying to hide anything.

46. We don't really uust each other.
47. We hardly evcr do what is expected of us without being told.

48, We are Free to say what we think in our family.
49. My family is not a perfect success.

50. We have never let down another farnily member in any way.

APPENDrx 6:

THE FAMEY PROBLEM CHECKLIST

THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST
Below is a list of family concems. Indicate how satisfied you are with how your family is doing NOW in
each area. Put a check (x) in the box that shows your feelings about each area
Very Dissatistied

Dissatisfied In
Between

Satisfied

Very
Satistied

I . Showving good feelings Cjoy,
happiness. pleasure. etc.)
2. Sharing feelings like anger,
sadness. h u a etc.
3. Sharing problems with the family
4. Making sensible niles
5. Being able to discuss what is
right or wrong
6. Sharing of responsibilities
7. Handling anger and fnistration
8. Dealing with maners conceming
sex
9. Proper use of alcohol. dru@

3

IO. Use of discipline
1 1. Use of physical force

13. The amount of independence you
have in the family
13. Making contact with friends,
relatives. church, etc.
14, Relationship between parents
15. Relationship between children
16. Relationship between parents and
children
17. Time farnily members spend
together
18. Situation at work or school
1 9. Farnily finances
20. Housing situation
2 1. Overall satisfaction with my
;

fami1y

I

I

I

I

1

1

1

1

Make the last rating for yourself:

23. Feeling good about myself

1

I

APPENDK C

THE CLIENT FEEDBACK CHECKLIST

CLIENT FEEDBACK CHECKLIST
Below is a list of questions concerning the counseling services you have received. These
questions provide information about what was helptùl, what was not helpfirl, and how the
s e ~ i c eyou
s received could be more helpful. Put an (X) in the box that best describes
your opinion about the services your counselor has provided.

Demonstrates a
sense of humor
Providrs a relaxrd
atmosphere
tlelps family to
find own solutions
Providrs
information in ri
way that is not
irnposing
Demonstrates
wamlth
Helps family to
see things
differently or in a
new way
Ovenll quality of
service

Anv additional comments:

Note: Permission to use this checkiist was given by Frank Cantafio
77

APPENDK D

THE REFLECTING TEAM FEEDBACK FORM

REFLECTCNG TEAM FEEDBACK FORM
The following questions provide information about what was helpful, what was not
helpful on the use of the reflecting team in the counseling services you and your family
received.

1.

How does the reflecting team work for you in the counseling process?

.,7

How useful is the reflecting team for you and your family who corne here for
service?

3.

How is the reflecting team different fiom other counseling sessions that do not
have a reflecting team?

4.

Any other suggestions or comments for the reflecting team?

APPENDIX E

THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST: FAMILY TWO (PRE-TEST)

THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST (ANITA)
Below is a Iist of family concerns. Indicate how satisfied you are with how your family is doing NOW in
each area. Put a check (x) in the box that shows your feelings about each area.
Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

In
Benveen

Showing good feelings (joy,
happiness. pleasure, etc.)
Sharing feelings like anger,
Sadness. hurt, etc.
Sharing problems with the family
Making sensible rules
Being able to discuss what is right
or wwong
Sharina of res~onsibiiities
Handlinn anaer and frustration
Dealing with matters conceming

1.

3.

3.
4.

5.

6.

1 7.
8.

1 I 1.

Satisfied

Very
Satisfied

X

Use of physical force

17. The amount of independence you
have in the family
13. Making contact with friends,

relatives. church. etc.
14. Relationship between parents
15. Relationship between childmn
16. Relationship between parents and
children
17. Time farnily members spend
together
18. Situation at work or school
19. Family finances
30. Housing situation
71. Ovenll satisfaction with my
family

I

I

I

I

1

1

1

x 1

X

Make the last rating for yourself:
33. Feeling good about myself

1

l

THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST (SPENCER)
Below is a lis; of family concems. Indicate how satisfied you are with how your family is doing NOW in
each area. Put a check (x) in the box that shows your feelings about each area.

Very Dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

In
Between

Satisfied

X

1. Showing good feelings Uoy,
happiness. pleasure. etc.)
7. Sharing feelings like anger,
sadness. h u n etc.
3. Sharing probkrns with the farnily
4. Making sensible rules
5 . Being able to discuss what is
right or rvrong
6. Sharing of responsibilities
7. Mandling angrr and frustration
8. DeaIing inth maners conceming

X

x
X
X

x
X

x

sex

x

9. Proper use oCalcohoI. dmgs

X

10. Useofdiscipline

x

I 1. Use of physical force

x
x

17. The arnount of independence you

13.

,

14.

15.

16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

1 7 1.

have in the farnily
Maliing contact with friends,
relatives. churck etc.
Relarionship benwen parents
Relritionship between children
Relationship between parents and
children
Time family members spend
topether
Situation at work or school
Family finances
Housine situation
OveralI satisfaction with my

Very
Satisfied

x

x

x
x

x
X

1

1

1

1

1

1

Make the las1ratine for yourself:
77. Feeling good about myself

1 x 1

I

APPENDiX F
THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST: FAMILY TWO (POST-TEST)

THE FAMlLY PROBLEM CHECKLIST (ANITA)
Below is a list of farnily concem. Indicate how satisfied you are with how your family is doing NOW in
each area. Put a check (x) in the box that shows your feelings about each area.

Dissatisfied In
Between

Very Dissatisfied
1.

1.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7,
8.
9.

10.

Satisfied

Very
Satisfied

X

Showing good feelings Goy,
happiness, pleasure. etc.)
Sharing feelings like anger.
sadness. hurt, etc.
Sharing problems tvith the family
Making sensible rules
Being able to discuss what is right
or wong
Sharing of responsibilities
Handling anger and fnistration
Dealing with matters concerning
sex
Proper use of alcohol. dmgs
Use of discipline

x
x

x

x
x
X

x
X

x

I 1. Use of physical force

x

17. The amount of independence you
have in the farnily
13. Making contact with friends.
relatives. church. etc.
14. Relationship between parents
15. Relationship between children
16. Relationship between parents and
children
I 7. Tirne farnily members spend
iogether
18. Situation at work or school
19. Family finances
20. Housing situation

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

*i

(

I 1. Overd satisfaction with my

I

I

I

I

1

1

1

1 x 1

I

X

I

Make the last rating for yourself:

77. Feeling good about myself

1

THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST (SPENCER)
Below is a list of family concem. Indicate how satisfied you are with how your family is doing NOW in
each area. Put a check (x) in the box rhatshows your feelings about each area.
Very Dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

1. Showing good feelings (joy,
happiness. pleasure. etc.)
7. Sharing feelings like anger.
sadness. hurt. etc.
3. Sharing problems tvith the family
4. Making sensible rules
"
5. Being able to discuss what is iight
or wong
6. Sharing of responsibilities
7. Handling anger and fi-ustration
8. Dealing with matters concerning
sex
9. Propcr use of alcohol, dmgs
1O. Use of discipline

In
Between

Satisfied

Very
Satisfied

X

x
x
x

x

x
X

x
X

x

I 1. Use of physical forci:

x

II. The amount of independence you
have in the family
13. Making contact with fnends.
relatives. church, etc.
14. Relationship between parents
15. Relationship benveen children
16. Relationship between parents and
children
1 7. Time family members spend
together
18. Situation at work or school
19. Family finances
30. Housing situation

X

3 1. Overall satisfaction with rny
family

X

x

x

X
X
X
X

I

I

I

1

1

1

X

I

I

Make the last rating for yourself:
32. Feeling good about myself

1 x 1

I

APPENDR G

THE CLIENT FEEDBACK CHECKLIST: FAMILY TWO

CLIENT FEEDBACK CHECKLIST (ANITA)
Below is a list of questions concerning the counseling services you have received. These
questions provide information about what was helpful, what was not helpful, and how the
services you received could be more helpful. Put an O()in the box thatbest describes
your opinion about the services your coÜnselor has provided.

Demonstrates a
xnse of hurnor
Provides a nlaxed
atmosphen
Helps frunily to
find own solutions
Provides
information in a
wvay that is not
imposing
Demonstrates
wvarmth
Helps farnily io
see things
differently or in a
new w y
OveralI quality of
; service

Anv additional comrnents:

X
X
X

X

X
X

CLLENT FEEDBACK CHECKLIST (SPENCER)
Below is a list ofquestions conceming the counseling services you have received. These
questions provide information about what was helpful, what was not helpful, and how the
services you received could be more helpful. Put an (X) in the box that best describes
your opinion about the services your coÜnselor has provided.

1

1 Vesl

1 Dissatisfied

Keeps to
appointments and
lime comrniunents
Cornmunicates
clearly
Demonsvates an
1 understanding of

1

1

1 Demonstrates

1

1

1

I

1

1

Dissatisfied

acceptance
Provides
suggestions that
sense of humor
atmosphere
Helps family 10
find own solutions
Provides
infornation in a
rvay that is not
irnposinp
Demonstrates

t-t-t
1

Helps family to
see things
differently or in a
new wvay
Ovenll quality of

1

Anv additional comrnents:

In Between

Satisfied
Satistied

Family Three
Case Backgrourid

Betty was admitted to the hospital the day after her husband's death. Her
hospitalization was prompted by the stress she was feeling about the death of her
husband. The family was referred for family therapy because of the need to deal with the
recent ioss of the fatherhusband and the current crisis of Betty's hospitalization. The
family was seen for a totd of seven sessions.
The family consisted of the mother, Betty (age 46), her daughters, Sally (age 20),
Cindy (age 14) and Kristine (age 10). Rick had spent a year pnor to his death either in
hospital or sick at home. Betty had individual therapy and farnily therapy at the sarne
time. 1 met with Betty and the derring social worker in the hospital. 1 gave Betty a
bief introduction to my practicum as well as a general explanation about family thenpy.
The first interview was scheduled and used to engage and develop rapport with
the fmily. The family was told that my clinical supervisor, Ellen Gordon, would be
behind the mirror during each session. At the end of each session, she would join the
fmily and in their presence, she would give her feedback. Betty talked in a cairn and
peacefil tone. She showed physical affection to Cindy but not to her other daughters.
Cindy was expressive at times but Kristine seldom expressed her feelings or thoughts.
Mostly, she listened. 1 regularly elicited feedback fiom Kristine to allow her to express
her feelings and concems about family issues. Saily aiways intempted conversations or
spoke for other family members, giving me the impression that she was the dominant
person in the family.

Interventioti

Issues of family communication emerged during the conversation with the family
about Betty's hospitalization. The second daughter. Cindy, remarked that nobody shared
their feelings and things were swept under the carpet. Betty always assumed that the
chiIdren knew what her limits and expectations were. She believed that her daughters
knew her lirnits and would cooperate with each other. in this regard, I suggested that

Betty tell her daughten directly about her limits and expectations. She stated her
expectations were that the daughters keep routines working and that at least they would
do major housework such as laundry.
The communication problem between Betty and her children was M e r
evidenced from a flooding incident in the family's basement. She was wortied about
having another crisis in the family and she expected the children to help clean up a e r the

flood. She got mad at Chdy for not helping during the clean up. Without talking with
Cindy about her uncooperative behavior? Betty displaced her anger towards Sally. Betty

said, "i threw my anger to Sally but 1 was mad at Cindy."

To initiate direct

communication between Betty and Cindy, I repeated what Betty said, "So you were mad
at Cindy." This prompted Cindy to ask her mother what she was mad about.
While Betty spent most of her time with her husband in the hospital last year,
Saliy helped her rnother by joining with her in the executive subsystem. Sally assumed
her mother's role by making notes telIing other siblings to do the household chores. In
the session, Cindy was surprised to find out those notes were not h m her mother. The

boundary between Betty and Sally was not clearly dehed. Thetefore, both Cindy and
Kristine feIt that Saily was their motfier's favorite child. Further, Cindy stated that she

did not like to take orders fiom Sally because she was her sister and not her mother. This
was a clear message to Betty about the confusion in role performance between her and

Sally. Since Betty had dificulty in stnicturing family time with Cindy and Kristine, I
asked Betty to negotiate with her daughters so as to empower her parental authonty and
to

clearly di Rerentiate a parent-child subsystem. The following excerpt illustrates the

intervention process:

Therapist:

Betty, is that true that you find this is a problem?

Betty:

Yeah. They are watching TV and not helping at suppertime. 1 prefer

suppertime as the farnily time.
Sally:

And then they are grouchy because they are so tired.

Therapist:

Beîty, have you taiked about it with hem?

Betty:

1 think they al1 know.

Cindy :

You didn't Say anything.

Therapist:

So what you are saying your mom has not taiked to you about that?

Cindy :

1 remember she shut the TV off and then did not say anything.

Betty:

1 told them two hours for TV. Sometimes Cindy watched afler 9 and

You know that, Cindy?

she is aIways on the phone.
Therapist :

(To Cindy) So, what would you Say about your mom's suggestion
regarding about W ?

C indy:

1would like three hours for watching TV.

Sally:

So 4:30 to 530 and 7:ûû to 9:OO.

Therapist:

What would you prefet, Betty?

No TV at suppertime, maybe an hour More supper and an hour after

Betty:

supper.
Therapist:

Maybe you cm talk to Cindy about arranging the time for watching TV.

Betty :

Yeah, 1 would like to know the time.

Cindy:

How can 1 let you know every day because it depends on what show's on.

Betty:

1 want to know what you are doing in between. 1 don't see you doing any
homework and 1 don't see you doing any extra chores.
Maybe she is abusing the TV time or not doing something. You c m take a

Sally:

half-hour off or one hour the next day.
Therapist:

But what would be your suggestions, Betty?

Betty:

That she tells me what show she wants to watch on TV.

Cindy:

I'm not watching TV al1 the tirne.

Betty :

It's only five days a week. Friday, Saturday and Sunday are flexible.
1'11 buy the TV Guide on Satwday and you're going to tell me what
you're going to watch.
Due to the loss of the father, the family was in the grieving stage. My role was to

assist the farnily to work towards grief resolution. As Lattanzi-Licht (1996) noted, "the
farnily adjusunent process of adapting to the death of one of its irnmediate members is to
allow the mouming process to occui' (p.228). And, open communication among farnily
rnembers is essential to the mourning process (Tyson-Rawson, 1996). 1 encouraged the
farnily members to express their feelings and emotions related to the loss of the
fatherhusband. This helped the family to understand that each of them had different
responses and each person was ailowed to express their feelings and emotions through

open communication.
Another issue that emerged during the family conversation was about the
nightmares that Cindy, the second daughter, was having every night. These nightmares
were about her father. Cindy taiked about her trouble sleeping and her feelings about her
father. By using "how" and "what" questions, I encowaged Cindy to think about the
meanings of ber nightrnares and to work through the emotions associated with
nightmares. She felt that she did not have a good relationship with her father when he
was alive and now she did not have a chance to make it up with him. She always argued
with her father because of his unreasonable demands. 1 r e h e d her argument with her
father as standing up for herself in response to his unreasonable requests. The elder
daughter. Sally. commented that her father was hard to talk to because he was the man of
the house. During the sharing of feelings between Sally and Cindy about their father,
Betty came to realize that it was hard for the fmily to grieve because of their mixed
feelings towards Rick when he was dive, 1 observed that there was less bickering
between Sally and Cindy when they shared feelings about their father. Betty started to
talk about her grieving in the latter course of the therapy. She started crying more at
home. Also, Cindy had fewer nightmares by the tirne therapy terminated.

The Feedback Process

My supervisor emphasized the family efforts to overcome the father's death and
the mother's abrupt hospitaiization. The family might have felt a lot of sadness because
of the difficult things that had happened but they did not talk about them. She felt that
the farnily was trying to sort out how to start working as a farnily again and how to cope

together. Betty responded that the farnily could get over problems in the last few years
because of their love. She believed that love would always pull them together and keep
them strong. That was how they got over in the last few years.
Based on the idea that the family is a system, my supervisor reframed Sally's
parental role as her wish to work as a team with her sisters to help their mother. By
ret'raming, this did not blarne Sally for taking over the mother's position but, rather, said
that she needed her sisters' help to lessen their mother's burden. The feedback provided
the background for Betty to clearly and directly comrnunicate with Cindy. Betty thought
that her daughters knew she loved them as much as she could. She did not think she
loved one more than the other. She then asked Cindy, "Do you think that?" Cindy
replied "Yes".

Betty responded that her daughters had different personalities and they

were growing and changing and she was also changing.
Without Betty's involvement, the daughters took my supervisor's suggestion to
work out a list for sharing household chores. To reinforce a clear role definition in the
family, my supervisor hoped that Betty would understand the importance of continuing to
have her daughters help her with household chores and not faIl back into the old habit of
doing it al1 herself. Due to the father's death, Sally and Cindy had lagged behind in their
schoolwork and they womed about failing in one of their exams. My supervisor asked
Betty to talk to her daughters' school principal about the family loss. This reinforced
Betty's parental role in the famiiy.
With regard to the farnily's grieving, my supervisor emphasized the strength of
the farnily in that each of them was very thoughtfbi and insightful in her own way. This
was a good quality and the family was therefore able to look at theù circumstances and

to fulfill their family responsibilities (task accornplishment).

In Betty's post-test, her scores in al1 seven areas of farnily functioning fell within

the average range. With more open communication, she learned to be assertive in
exerting her parental authority (control) and in expressing her expectations to her children
(role performance). This was done hough negotiations between Betty and her children

in structuring family time.

With clear role differentiation benveen Betty and her

daughters. the latter knew their family duties (task accomplishment). At the same time,
the boundaries were clearly differentiated between Betty and her children. Betty allowed
her daughters to work out the household list among themselves (involvement). However,
she still needed to stand fÏrm with her children by expecting them to do the household

chores. She had started to resume doing some of the daughters' chores in the latter
course of therapy.
There are limitations on interpreting Betty's positive change in the family
functioning of her FAM-III profile. The positive changes in her family functioning might
be partly due to the individual therapy she was having dong with the family therapy.

AIso, she had a score of 52 on the scale of social desirability. This means that Betty
might minimize the family problems and thus present a more positive change in family
functioning. Nevertheless, the therapeutic intervention could partially account for the
positive changes in Betty's situation.
SaIIy scored above the average range in d e performance and communication in
her pre-test. However, she might have maximized her problems because her deniai score
was below 40. Without cIear delegation of authority fiom the mother, there was no

mutual understanding between SalIy and her younger sisters to work as a family in

sharing the household chores (communication). Instead, Sally took up her mother's share
of responsibility for getting the sibIings to do the household chores (role performance).
In her post-test, she had a lower score in role performance but was still above the
average range. While Betty was able to clairn her parental position in the family, it could
have had an impact on Sally to move out of the parental subsystem and to resurne her
appropriate role in the farnily (role performance). in the pst-test, Sally identified task
accornplishrnent, communication and affective expression as the farnily problems. In the
last two sessions, Betty disclosed that there was no communication between Sally and
Cindy. and they clashed with each other (communication). This would suggest that SaIly
and Cindy did not share feelings or talk about their problems or fistrations (affective
expression). Without any cooperation from her sisters, Sally found it was dificult to
work with them in accomplishing basic fmily tzisks (task accomplishrnent). In the posttest, because the denial score was below 40, SalIy might still maximize the presented
family problems.
In their pre-tests, both Cindy and Kristine scored within the average range in al1
seven areas of family functioning at their FAM-III profiles. By the time therapy had
terminated, Cindy was doing some of the basic farnily tasks. This explained the lower
score in her post-test which was within the average range in task accomplishment.
However, within the average range, there was an increase in value in the areas of role
performance, communication, affective expression, involvement and contcol. Cindy did
not fulfill her role in the farnily and this was evidenced by not participating in hetping
when flooding occurred in the home ( d e performance). Although Cindy was able to
talk about her relationship with her father, she said she did not talk to anybody about her

feelings, not even her mother (affective expression).
For Kristine, her score on the denid scale was above 50 in her pre-test and she
might not have recognized some problematic areas in farnily functioning. Nevertheless,
in the post-test. Kristine identifieci affective expression as the disturbing area in her
family functioning. This might be explained by her willingness to acknowiedge and
report the existence of the problem (Skinner et al., 1995), as reflected by her score in the
denial scale which fell to 50 in her post-test. Within the average range, Kristine had a

lower score in role performance and involvement in her post-test.

With a clear

distinction in parent-child system structure, Kristine was able to fulfdl her appropriate

role. Besides. the negotiation in TV time behveen her and her mother enabled Kristine to
be more involved with the family. For the rest of the farnily functioning scale, Kristine's
scores were still within the normal range.

The Family Problern Checklisr

In the pre-test (Appendix J), Betty was %ery dissatisfied" with sharing problems
with the family, and handling anger and frustration. She was "dissatisfied" with sharing

feelings Iike anger and sadness, making sensible rules, discussing what is right and
wrong, and spending t h e with family members.

Without dear and direct

communication with the children, it is doubtful whether ktty could share her problems
and feelings with her family. She was weak in performing her parental roIe. She had

dificulty making sensible d e s , and discussing what is right or wrong with her children.
Also. she could not handle her anger and b t i o n appropriately as indicated by the
flooding incident. Instead of taking out her anger on Cindy, she deflected her anger and

directed it towards Sally.

Betty could not spend much tirne with the children because of the time required to
take care of her husband in the hospital before he died. Upon the termination of therapy,
Betty was satisfied in most areas of family concems in the checklist (Appendix K). She
was '.satisfied" with sharing problems with the fmily, making sensible niles, discussing

what was right and wrong, spending time with fmily members and with the situation at
school. Obviously, she was verbalizing her expectations to her children, exerting her
parental power and spending more time with her children.
In the pre-test (Appendix J), Sally was "very dissatisfied" with sharing of
responsibilities. She felt that her siblings did not do their share of housework and she
explicitly expressed this in the sessions. She was "dissatistied" with sharing feelings like
anger and sadness, shanng problems with the family, and handling anger and hstration.

In the sessions, Sally seldom talked about herself, feelings and relationships, which is an
indication of the absence of communication between her and her family mernbers (Olson
& Wilson, 1986).

In the post-test (Appendix K), there was one area that Sally was "dissatisfied"
with in sharing problems with the family, but she was "satisfied" with handling anger and
frustration. She put "in between" for sharing of responsibilities and sharing feelings.
There was a contradiction in Sally's response to her sharing problems with the family and
handling her anger and hstration. Without a positive change in communication with
fmily members, Sally might have problems in handling her anger and hstration
appropriately.
In the pre-test, Cindy was "dissatisfied" with sharing problems with the family,
LOO

and handling anger and frustration (Appendix 5). However, in the post-test (Appendix

K), she put "in between" for sharing problems with the family, and handling anger and
fmstration. These are contradicted in her scores in the FAM-iII scale as she rated
affective expression as the most problematic area in family functioning after intervention.
In the pre-test (Appendix J), Kristine was %ery dissatisfied" with handling anger
and hstration. This could be explained by the communication problem in the family.
She was aiso "dissatisfied" with sharing feelings, and sharing problems with the family.

This means she did not talk with her family about things that bothered her. Ln the posttest (Appendix K), Kristine put "in between" for sharing her feelings and handling anger
and fmstration. These matched with her responses in the FAM-III scale. She put

"satisfied for sharing her problems and this was inconsistent with her response to the
subscale of communication in the FAM-III scale.

The Clienr Feedback Checkli~
The family was, overall, satisfied with my work with them. They felt warm,
relaxed and accepted in therapy. The family found therapy helped them to find their own
solutions and to look at things in a different way. Sally appreciated my concem and
gentle approaches in helping her family. The family's feedback checklists are shown in
Appendix L.

Overall Evaluation

Overall, there are some positive and negative changes in response to the
therapeutic intervention in Family One. Obviously, since 1 focused more on working

with Betty's problern by strengthening her parental role and boundary, she had more
positive change in family Functioning. Besides, through the feedback process, Betty was
further reinforced in maintaining a clear boundary and better communication with her
children. 1 believe that the positive changes in Sally's role performance and C indy's task
accomplishrnent were brought about by the changes in Betty.
During the feedback process, the importance of sharing feelings arnong family
members was highlighted to the family. However, there was no change in sharing
feelings among the siblings. 1 also noticed that ail three daughters had a higher score in
the area of affective expression after intervention. They might not have wanted to upset
their mother by sharing their problems or hstration. I should have focused on the family
as a whole and strengthened the siblings' communication and sharing of feelings. This
ma): account for no. or negative, responses in some areas of the daughters' fmi1y

functioning after therapy.

APPENDiX 1

FAM - III SCORES: FAMILY THREE (PRE-AND POST-TEST)

Farnily Three: Prehst-Test Scores on FAM-UI General Scale

Family Member
OveralI Rating
Task
Accomplishment
Role
Performance
Communication
Affective
Expression
Involvement
Control
Values and
Noms
Social
Desirability
Defensiveness

Sally

Betty

Pte
66
68

Post
54
58

Pre
55
54

Post
57
64

66

56

80

74
72

46
58

64

54

66
64

Cindy
Pre
Post

Kristine
Pre
54

58

Post
54
58

52

56

53

48
56

52
60

52
52

52

34
46
48

54
48
50

58
52

54
52

46

58
52
50

42

46

42

46

44

44

32

36

42

46

54

50

51
58

53
52

70

48

70
58

74
68

52
56

34
46
48

43

52

40

46

1

64

50

Figure 5
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FAMILY THREE FAM-III PROFILE
POST-TEST
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APPENDIX J
THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST: FAMILY THREE (PRE-TEST)

THE FAMaY PROBLEM CiECKLIST (BETTY)
Below is a list of family concems. Indicate how satisfied you are with how your family is doing NOW in
each area. Put a check (x) in the box that shows your feelings about each area.
Dissatisfied In
Between

Very Dissatisfied
1.

2.
3.
4.
5,

6.
7.
8.
9.
1 O.

Showing good feelings Uoy,
happiness. pleasure, etc.)
Sharing feelings like anger,
sadness. hun, etc.
Sharing problems with the family
Making sensible rules
Being able to discuss what is right
or wrong
Sharing of responsibilities
Handling anger and frustration
Dealing with maners conceming
sex
Proper use of alcohol, drugs
Use of discipline

Satisfied

X
X

x

x
x

x

x

-x
X

x
x

I 1. Use of physical force

13. The amount of independence you

13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
?O.

X

have in the family
Making contact with fkiends,
relatives. church, etc.
Relationship between parents
Relationship between chiIdren
Relationship between parents and
children
Time family memben spend
together
Situation at work or school
FarniIy finances
Housing situation

II. Overall satisfaction with my
family

Very
Satistied

m

X

x
x
x
x

x
X

I

I

I

1

1

1

X

I

I

Making the I a t rating for yourself:
27. Feeling good about myself

1 x 1

I

THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST (SALLY)
Selow is a list of family concems. Indicate how satisfied you are with how your family is doing NOW in
each area. Put a check (x) in the box that shows your feelings about each area.
Dissatisfied In
Benveen

Very Dissatisfied
1.

7.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Satisfied

Very
Satisfied

X

Showing good feelings (joy,
happiness, pleasure, etc.)
Sharing feelings like anger,
sadness, hun, etc.
Sharing problems with the family
Making sensible rules
Being able to discuss what is
right or wrong
Sharing of responsibilities
Handling anger and frustration
Dealing with matters conceming
sex
Proper use of alcohol, dmgs
Use of discipline

x
X

x
X

x

x
X

x

x

I 1 . Use of physical force

x

II. The amount of independence you

X

13.

i 4.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
70.

have in the family
Making contact with fiiends,
relatives. church. etc.
Relationship between parents
Relationship benveen children
Relationship benveen parents and
children
Time farnily members spend
together
Situation at work or school
Family finances
Housing situation

3 1. Overall satisfaction with my
family

x
x

x

X

x
I

x
x

I

I

1

1

1

x

I

I

1

1

X

Makc the last rating for yourself:
12. Feeling good about myself

1 x

I

THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST (CINDY)
Below is a list of family concerns. Indicate how satisfied you are with how your family is doing NOW in
each area. Put a check (x) in the box that shows your feelings about each area.
Very Dissatisfied
1.

3.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

Dissatisfied In
Between

Satisfied

Very
Satisfied

X

Showing good feelings (joy,
happiness, pleasure, etc.)
Sharing feelings like anger,
sadness, hurt, etc.
Sharing problems with the family
Making sensible rules
Being able io discuss what is right
or wrong
Shanng of responsibilities
Handling anger and f-ustration
Dealing with rnanen conceming
ses
Proper use of alcohol, dmgs
Use of discipline

x

x

1

x

x
x

x

x
x
X
X

I 1. Use of physical force
II. The arnount of independence you
have in the family
13. Making contact with friends,
relatives. church. etc.
14. Relationship between parents

X

1 5. Relationship between children
16. Relationship between parents and
children
17. Time farnily rnemben spend
together
18. Situation at work or schooI

X

X

x

x
x

1 3 1.

Overall satisfaction with my

x

x

19. Family finances
30. Housinp situation

X

1

1

I

I

1

1

1

x 1

I

1

I

I

Make the last rating for yourself:
72. Feeling good about myself

X

THE FAMlLY PROBLEM CHECKLIST (KRISTiNE)
Below is a k t of family concerns. Indicate how satisfied you are with how your family is doing NOW in
each area. Put a check (x) in the box that shows your feelings about each area.
Very Dissatisfied
1.

3.
3.

4.
5.

"

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Showing good feelings (joy,
happiness, pleasure. etc.)
Sharing feelings like anger,
sadness. hua. etc.
Sharing problems with the farnily
Making sensible rules
Being able to discuss what is right
or wrong
Sharing of responsibilities
Handling anger and frustration
Dealing with matters concerning
sex
Proper use of alcohol. dmgs
Use of discipline

In

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

Very
Satisfied

Between

X

x
x

x
X

x
x

x

X
X

X

I 1. Use of physical force

X

12. The amount of independence you
have in the family
13. Making contact with friends,
relatives. church. etc.
14. Relationship between parents
15. Relationship between children
16. Relationship between parents and
children
17. Time family rnernbers spend
together
18. Situation at work or school
19. Family tinances
70. Housing situation

7

1 71.

Ovenll satisfaction with rny

X

x

x

3

I

X
X

x

x

x

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

x 1

X

1

Make the last rating for yourself:

$2. Feeling good about myself

Il!

1

I

APPENDIX K

THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST: FAMLY THREE (POST-TEST)

THE FAMiLY PROBLEM CHECKLIST (BETTY)
Below is a list of family concerns. Indicate how satisfied you are with how your farnily is doing NOW in
each area. Put a check (x) in the box that shows your feelings about each area.
-

Very Dissatisfied
I

7.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Satisfied

In
Between

x

Showing good feelings Qoy,
happiness. pleasure. etc.)
Sharing feelings like anger,
sadness. hurt, etc.
Shanng problems with the family
Making sensible rules
Being able to discuss what is right

1.

L

Dissatisfied

Very
Satisfied

x

x
x
x
x

Sharing of responçibilities
Handling anger and frustration
Dealinç with matfers concerning
sex
Proper use of alcohol, dmgs
Use of discipline

X

x
X
X
X

1 1. Use of physical force

x

12. The amount of independence you

13.

14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
30.

( 2 1.

have in the farnily
Making contact with fiiends,
relatives. church. etc.
Relationship between parents
Relationship between children
Relatianship between parents and
children
Time family members spend
together
Situation at work or school
Farnily finances
Housing situation
Overall satisfaction with rny

x

x

x

x

x
x

1

1

1

1

1

1

x
x

Make the last rating for yourself:

1 21. Feeling good about myself

1 x 1

1

THE FAMiLY PROBLEM CHECIUIST (SALLY)
Below is a list of family concerns. Indicate how satisfied you are with how your family is doing NOW in
each area. Put a check (x) in the box that shows your feelings about each m a .
Very Dissatisfied

In
Between

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

X

1. Showing good feelings (joy,
happiness, pleasure, etc.)
2. Sharing feelings like anger,
sadness. hurt. etc.
3. Sharing problems with the family
1. Making sensible niles
5. Being able to discuss what is right
or wrone
6. Sharing of responsibilities
7. Handling anger and hstration
8. Dealing with matten conceming
sex
9. Proper use of alcohol, dmgs
10. Useofdiscipline

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

I î . The amount of independence you
have in the family
13- Making contact with friends,
relatives, church, etc.
14 Retationship between parents
1 5. Relationship between children
16. Relationship between parents and
children
17. Time family mernbers spend
together
18. Situation at work or school
19. Family finances
20. Housing situation

2 1. Overall satisfaction with my
family

x

X

I 1. Use of physical force

I

Vesr
Satisfied

x
x

x
x

x
x
x

I

I

I

I

1

1

1

1 x 1

x

X

Make the last rating for yourself:
22. Feeling good about myself

I

THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST (CiNDY)
Below is a list of farnily concerns. Indicate how satisfied you are with how your family is doing- NOW in
each area. Put a check (x) in the box bat shows your feeiing about each k a .

3 1 . Ovenll satisfaction with rny
farnily

I

I

I

X

1

1

1

1 x 1

Make the last rating for yourself:

11. Feeling good about rnyself

i

THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST (KRISTINE)
Below is a list of family concerns. Indicate how satisfied you are with how your family is doing NOW in
each area. Put a check (x) in the box that shows your feelings about each area
Dissatisfied In
Between

Very Dissarisfied
1.
1.

3.
4.

5.
6.
I

7.
8.

Satisfied

Very
Satistied

X

Showing good feelings Cjoy,
happiness, pleasure, etc.)
Sharing feelings like anger,
sadness. hurt. etc.
Sharing problems with the family
Making sensible rules
Being able to discuss what is right
or wrong
Sharing of responsibilities
Handling anger and fastration
Dealing with maners concerning

1 9.

1

Pro~eruse of alcohol. d r u s
10. Use of discipline
I 1. Use of physical force

relatives, church, etc.
14. Relationship between parents
15. Relationship between children
16. Relationship between parents and

together
18. Situation at work or school

2 1. Overall satisfaction with my

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Make the last rating for yourselt
77. Feeling good about myself

1x

1

I

APPENDIX L
THE CLIENT FEEDBACK CHECKLIST: FAMILY THREE

CLIENT FEEDBACK CHECKLIST (BETTY)
Below is a list of questions conceming the counseling services you have received. These
questions provide infocmation about what was helpfùl, what was not helpfiil, and how the
services you received could be more helpful. Put an (X) in the box that best describes
your opinion about the services your counselor has provided.
VeV
Dissatistied
Keeps to
appointments and
tirne commitments
Cornmunicates
clearly
Dernonstrates an
understanding of
our farnily
Dernonstrates
acceptance
Provides
suggestions that
are helpful
Demonstrates a
sense of humor
Provides a relaxed
atrnosphere
Helps family to
find own solutions
Provides
information in a
way that is not
imposing
Dernonstrates
wannth
Helps family to
see things
differently or in a
new way
Overall quality of
service

Any additional comments:

Dissatisfied

In Between

SatisM

VW
Satisfied

X

x
x
X

X

x
X

x
X

x
X
X

CLlENT FEEDBACK CHECKLIST (SALLY)
Below is a list of questions conceming the counseling services you have received. These
questions provide information about what was helplùl, what was not helpfid, and how the
services you received could be more helplùl. Put an (X) in the box that best describes
your opinion about the services your counselor has provided.
VeV
Dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

In Between

Keeps to
appointments and
tirne commitments
Communicates
clearly
Demonstrates an
understanding of
out family
Demonstrates
acceptance
Pmvides
suggestions ihat
are helpiûl
Demonstrates a
sense of humor
Provides a relaxed
atmosphere
Helps family to
find own solutions
Provides
information in a
way that is not
imposing
Dernonstrates
warmth
Helps family to
see things
differently or in a
new way
Overall quality of
service

Satisfied

V ~ V
Satisfied

X
X

X
X
X

x

x
x
X

x
X
X

Anv additionai comments:

Thank you Jenny. 1 really appreciate al1 the help and concern you gave us. You were
very gentle in your approaches to help.

CLIENT FEEDBACK CHECKLIST (CiNDY)
Below is a list of questions conceming the counseling services you have received. These
questions provide information about what was helpful, what was not helpful, and how the
services you received could be more helpful. Put an (X) in the box that best describes
your opinion about the services your coÜnselor has provided.

Any additional comments:

CLIENT FEEDBACK CHECKLIST (KRISTiNE)

Below is a list of questions conceming the counseling services you have received. These
questions provide information about what was helpful, what was not helpfiil, and how the
services you received could be more helpful. Put an (X) in the box that best describes
your opinion about the services your coÜwlor has provided.

Anv additional comments:

APPENDK M
FAMlLY FOUR

Famiiy Four
Case Background

This was a single parent family with three children: the mother, Grace (age 49),

divorced her husband, Denny about five years ago. She had custody of her two sons,
Kevin (age 17) and Bruce (age 12). Grace was boni in Indonesia. She was diagnosed
with major depression. She wonied about Bruce's angry outbursts at home and she did
not know how to discipline Bruce. Grace was referred to the family therapy program by
the social worker in Ambulatory Care. Other professionals involved with the family were
the parent aid worker and the social worker at Ambulatory Care.
Grace was contacted over the phone for the first time in April. She said she was
not cornfortable having people behind the mirror. 1 explained to her the purpose of the
mirror and she said she would try to come. On the day of the scheduled session, she
called and left the message with my supervisor that she had changed her mind and was
not coming. Grace was referred to the family therapy program again in May. According
to the information on the file, Grace identified that Bruce had difficulty adjusting to his
classes because he had skipped a grade and had few friends. He was jealous of his older
brother, Kevin, who had more privileges. The family was seen for six sessions and the
last session did not inchde the reflecting team. Kevin only attended two sessions, the
second and the last.

In the first session, 1did not precisely speci@ to the h i l y about the format of the
feedback because 1 was not certain whether or not there would be a team for the

subsequent sessions. However, 1 told the farnily at the beginning of each session about
the kind of feedback 1 was going to use in the session. It turned out that the 'reflecting
team' format was used for five sessions but not the last session. 1 stayed with the family
behind the mirror during each reflection. The team members varied for some of the
sessions. Before each reflection, the family members met with the reflecting team
members.

Intervention

Communication was a problematic issue in this fmily. Grace did not tell Bruce
the reason for coming to therapy. To encourage direct communication between Grace
and Bnice, 1 suggested that Bruce ask his mother why they came for family thenpy.
Bruce confronted Grace about diiving his brother to his girlfriend, Michelle's, place
when Grace refused to drive him to his friend, Aaron's, place for a sleepover. Grace was
prompted to tell Bruce her reasons for not Ietting him atîend the sleepover. This is
dernonstrated in the following excerpt:

Therapist:

So why do you think he raises these differences?

Grace:

It's a very good point. 1have not thought about it,

Therapist:

1s there any difference between driving to Michelle's place and driving to
Aaron's place?

Grace:

Yes, Michelle's place is m e r .

Bruce:

But she does the long one and not the shorter one.

Grace:

If he had been going to school regulariy like in these past few days, 1

wouldn't make such a fuss over the sleepovers.
Therapist:

Sol it's not the driving distance.

Grace:

No. If he did not get enough sleep at sleepovers, he could not get up
in the moming for school.
Through open communication, family members shared their feelings with each

other. Grace acknowledged Bruce's good work on doing the dishes, but she had not
shown her appreciation of his efforts. 1 asked Grace to compliment Bnice. Grace told
Bruce that she was really impressed by his efforts in doing the dishes. Bruce appeared to
be happy to hear that.
Grace and Bruce blamed each other for their problems in their relationship. They
said they had problems tnisting each other. 1 used a hypothetical question to prompt
Grace and Bruce to think about what would happen if they could trust each other and had
a better relationship. However, both Grace and Bruce coutd not anticipate any possible
change. Obviously, they could articulate their problems; however, they found it dificult
to think of any solutions. 1 shifled focus and asked about a time when Grace and Bruce
did not have conflict. They were able to identi& some good times in the past and they
were more relaxed during the conversation. 1 then asked Grace what was the difference
between the good times she had with Bruce and the bad times they had. This question
was to induce them to think about '7he differences that make a difference" (Bateson,
1972, p.453). Grace stated that when she would sit with Bruce to get his schoolwork

done there was no stress or fiction. Nevertheless, Bruce could not think of the difference
between the good times and bad times he had with his mother.

The Feedback Process
In this family, the reflecting tearn was used to provide feedback to the family. Dr.
Jocelyn, a resident in Psychiatry, thought that on the one hand, it was not easy for Bruce
to tell his mother how he saw things, but on the other hand, Grace let Bruce talk about the
things that bothered him. This reinforced the communication between Grace and Bruce.
My supervisor wondered whether the family had only talked about a small part of the

family's problern. It seemed to her that there were lots of things going on in their family

life which complicated it as well. The famiiy looked very sad in some ways but they did
not touch on them very much.

Grace responded that the family had a long and

complicated story.
Grace was incongruent in her verbal and non-verbal messages in disciplining her
nvo sons, leading to their hstration and mistrust. Kevin was upset about his mother's
gut feelings when she agreed to let him to spend the night at his girlfiiend's place and
later changed her mind. Grace acknowledged giving in to the children easily and she
changed her mind when she had second thoughts about her earlier promise. Also, she felt
pressured by Bruce's persistence in asking to do things even when she explained to him
why he could not.
In reflection, my supervisor showed her understanding towards Grace's stniggle
as a single parent. My supervisor said children who were 12 years old could be very
persistent and they need explanations in a different kind of way. A parent would
sometimes just Say, "Well, please leave me alonen, even though it was not very hetpful.
At this time, 1 noticed Bruce was smiling even though he did not have any comment afier
the reflection. Also, my supemsor could understand that it was difficult for Grace to

parent a 17 year old son. Thinking as a parent, was he making the nght decision, was he
getting into a relationship too early? This was a certain kind of pull and push trial.
Dr. Kelleher, a resident in Psychiahy, wondered how Kevin managed his role
transition from adolescence to adulthood and to take up the role of the father figure in the
family as well. This remark did not have an immediate impact on Kevin until the last
session. Kevin felt ambivalent about taking on his father's responsibility. He felt his
family was not complete without his father. After the reflection, Kevin said the team
spoke of his family in a positive way. Grace commented that she found it difficult to
relate to her children because of her isolated childhood. She did not know what kinds of
things would hurt or embanass them.
The reflecting tearn also focused on how Grace and Bruce could trust each other
to irnprove their relationship. My supervisor observed that both Grace and Bruce were
very upset and that they were locked in a battle with each other. Dr. Jocelyn wondered
what things got in the way of trusting each other and what needed to be changed. She
could see both Grace and Bruce tried to present their points of view but without tndy
listening to each other. Dr. Jocelyn suggested the farnily try a few small trial tmst
activities. Dr. Cheung, my faculty advisor, wondered whether Grace had to deal with the
differences between her culture and the Canadian culture in parenting. Did she have any
difficulty dealing with the differences?
In the subsequent session, Grace acknowledged her cultural background affected
her parenting. She had seen harsh parenting in her own farnily and she did not know
what parenting was appropriate for her children. In her reflection, my supervisor
recognized how Grace overcame her difficult life such as her abusive childhood and

marital relationship. My supervisor asked Grace what she needed to do to start believing

in herself as a parent and to use her good judgement in dealing with her son. After the

reflection, Grace thought she would try to be firm with Bruce in discipline and she had
the occasional success with him.

In the last reflecting session, my supervisor commented how nice it was to see
some closeness between Grace and Bruce and that the Fdmily did something together.
My supervisor also thought that it was nice to hear that Grace had a good time going

fishing with her siblings. In regard to the sleepover, my supetvisor could understand that

Grace was very concemed about the fact that Bruce did not go to school and do his work.
She confused herself on how to negotiate with Bruce about what things she would let him

da or not do. Dr. Jocelyn showed understanding in how hard it was for Grace to give
Bruce a clear message about going school and having sleepovers. In her feedback, Grace

said she was happy to hear the part about letting Bruce stay up as long as he could go to
school. But, she asked the team, if Bruce could not get up in the moming, what could she
do?

Outcorne of Clhical Memures

The FAM-III Projk
The scores of the pre- and post-test of the FAM-[II scale and the FAM-III profiles
are presented in Appendix N.

In the pre-test, Grace identified al1 areas of family

functioning in the FAM-üi profile as problematic except the area of affective expression.
Grace's profile rnight be artificially inflated because of her score below 40 on the scale of
social desirability. Grace aiways hesitated to tell her sons directly her reasm for

discipline (cornmunicatiun). Since the role performance of each farnily member is
carried out through cIear communication among al1 the members, this made it difficult for
her to clarifj clear family role to her children.
Grace's cultural background had an influence on her parenting, such as

inconsistent discipline and consequences (values and noms). Without a change in family
rules corresponding to the children's developmental needs, Grace could not negotiate
with her children about accomplishing basic farnily tasks (task accomplishment).
Because of her weak parental subsystem, she used restrictive control to make Kevin help

her with the household chores without ailowing him to see his girlfriend (control). At the
post-test, Grace had a lower score within the average range in all areas of family
fiinctioning except in role performance, where she had the same score. She still failed to
del ineate a clear role definition to her children by her placing inappropriate responsibility
upon Kevin to spend more time with Bruce. By reinforcing her parental position through

the reflection, she realized she could stand f i n when she came to discipline Bruce
(controi). Grace started to have appropriate involvement with Bruce as she pressed him
less to do things such as getting a haircut or taking a shower (involvement). She had the

same score in the area of affective expression in her pre-test.
In the pre-test, Kevin scored beyond the average range in task accomplishment,
role performance, involvement and control but he might have maximized the problematic
areas considering his score on the social desirability (28) and denial scale (32). Kevin
would step in to protect his mother when Bruce got abusive with her (involvement), and

this led to the unclear role differentiation (role performance), He was fnistrated by his
mother's inconsistent discipline [controi). After intervention, he had the same score of

72 in task accomplishment. In the last family session, Kevin felt he was not given an

opportunity to negotiate with his mother about accornplishing family duties (task
accomplishment). But he might rnaximize task accomplishrnent as a family problem
because he had a score below 40 on the social desirability scale.
There are some contradictions between Kevin's responses to the clinical scales
and his verbal reports in the Iast family session. Kevin scored within the average range in
role performance and control in his post-test. However, he expressed ambivalence about
being a father figure to his brother, Bruce ( d e performance). He also complained while
his mother acknowledged his independence, she imposed limits on him and changed
them frequently (control). Kevin showed appropriate involvernent by suggesting his
mother spend time with Bruce and this matched Kevin's score in involvernent within the
average range in post-test.
Bruce had a score of 28 and 32 on the social desirability and denial scale in the
pre-test. Hence, his responses to the sub-scales in the FAM-Di might not be a true
reflection of his farnily functioning. In the pre-test, Bruce scored 90 and 76 in the area of
task accomplishment, and values and nonns. Bnice was reluctant to negotiate with his
mother to reach compromises such as doing his schoolwork and spending tirne on other
activities (task accomplishment). He also complained about family rules such as the
rigid bedtime (noms and values). In the post-test, Bruce had a score within average
range in the area of task accomplishment. He only identified values and noms as a
family problem. Although there is no change in the area of involvernent in the pre- and
post-test, Bruce did not answer two questions in the area of involvement and this might
invalidate his corresponding scores. Also, he had a score of 36 on the denial scale which

could possibly maximize the values and noms as family problem.

The Family Problem Checklisr

In the pre-test (Appendix O), Grace was 'tery dissatisfied" with the sharing of
responsibilities, handling anger and fhstration, housing situation, situation at school, and
relationship between parents and children. Without clear communication, Grace had
difficulty in getting her sons to fulfill their share of the responsibilities. Grace was
frustrated with Bruce's angry outbursts and she could not get Bruce to attend school
regutarly. Without the children helping with the household chores, she could not keep
the house clean. In the post-test (Appendix P), Grace was "very dissatisfied" with the
housing situation and family finances. As she mentioned in the last session, she felt
ashamed of the messiness of the house. Grace put "in between" for handling anger and
frustration as she felt less stress and hstration disciplining Bruce. She shifted from
"very dissatisfied" to "dissatisfied" in sharing of responsibilities.

Kevin was 'tery dissatisfied" with handling anger and hstration in the pre-test
(Appendix O). In his post-test (Appendix P), he was "very dissatisfied" with sharing of
responsibilities, use of discipline and the housing situation. He complained about his
mother's inconsistent discipline in the last session. Kevin also felt that his mother did
not take responsibility for her side of things and she relied on him to take care of Bruce.
With the Bruce situation, he was "ery

dissatisfied" with sharing of

responsibilities, handling anger and hstration, use of discipline and relationship between
parents at the beginning of therapy (Appendix O). Bruce was fnistrated and got angy
with his mother's inconsistent discipline. He expressed his anger in an aggressive way.

He was also angry at his mother because he believed she had broken her marriage vows.
In the post-test (Appendix P), he was 'tery dissatisfied" with the relationship behveen his
parents and the situation at school.

Reflecting Team Feedback Form
Grace remarked that she felt much more comfortable and able to be herself
without the reflecting team (Appendix Q). This was indicated by her refusal to corne for
therapy the first time. However, she remarked that the reflecting team was useful most of
the time. She suggested the counseling sessions end earlier so that she did not feel rushed
and had enough time to respond at the end of the session. She found it hstrating when
there were different reflecting team members who made comments and had not k e n
there for the previous session.

She preferred the same reflecting team members

throughout the course of therapy in order to have continuation.
Kevin found that the reflecting tearn was fairly usefui and he was happy to hear
positive views about his farnily (Appendix Q). He assumed that the feedback from the
reflecting team facilitated healing as compared to other counseling sessions without a
refiecting team. Nevertheless, he suggested the reflecting team would be more effective

in helping his family by providing some 'constructive criticism' or suggested solutions.
There was no feedback from Bruce with regard to the reflecting team as he did not r e m
the feedback form to me.

The Client Feedback Checklist
Grace was generally satisfied with the counseling services (Appendix R). Grace

felt that the therapy provided helpful suggestions without imposing on her farnily. Kevin
was satisfied with the quality of the counseling services provided (Appendix R). He
remarked that a more direct method of helping would result in a more direct change in his
family. Bruce did not find the therapy very helpful overall (Appendix R). He did not
tind that the suggestions provided were very helpful. Besides, he did not feel relaxed in
the sessions. This was consistent with his concerns about the video taping and family file
raised in the session. Overall, the family felt that the therapist could not communicate
very clearly, nor demonstrate an understanding of their family situation.

Overall Evaluation

Grace was helped to openly express her reasoning in discipiining her two sons.
Despite the use of reflexive questions such as hypothetical and context changed
questions, there was no significant change in the relationship between Grace and Bruce.
Though the clinical results indicated Grace had positive changes in some areas of family
functioning, the family therapy could not fully account for those changes because of her
individual therapy. Also, the discrepancy between the clinical observations and results
may have been due to the time lag between the actual and the observed change. As 1
mailed the clinical scale to the family a month afier their termination of therapy, some
positive changes could have occurred in the family at the time of completing the scales.
Although Grace and Kevin did not find the reflecting team effective in helping their
families, there was somc positive impact on the farnily. Through reflection, Grace
realized she had the ability to standing îùm in disciplinhg Bruce and she had success in
doing that before. She was also induced to think about how to negotiate with Bruce

about daily routines such as bedtime. Moreover, it seemed that Bruce was given the
choice to decide about things such as getting a haircut or taking a shower. The reflection
also triggered Kevin to think about his feelings of taking up his father's responsibility in
the family.
Due to the restraint of the availability of the same reflecting team members, it
could have increased the family's frustration by having different people behind the
mirror. The family may have wondered whether the reflecting team clearly understood
their situation. This perhaps influenced the farnilyis acceptance of the reflecting team
members' suggestions.
In communicating with the family, I found that sometimes what 1 actually said
was not what the family heard. This might explain the family's feelings that 1 did not
understand their situation and could not cornmunicate clearly with them. 1 did not rule
out the possibility that 1 did not know how to use the appropriate words or phrases in
communicating with the farnily. Grace tenninated the therapy premanirely as she felt
thinçs were going fine in the family and Bruce was attending school regularly.
Overall, the family had made some positive changes in family functioning as
evidenced by the results of the clinical scales.

APPENDIX N
FAM - III SCORES: FAMILY FOUR (PRE- AND POST-TEST)

Family Four: PreRost-Test Scores on FAM-III General Scale
Grace

Family Member
Overall Rating
Task
Accomplishment
Role
Performance
Communication
Affective
Expression
Involvement
Control
Values and
Noms
Social
Desirability
Defensiveness

Pre
69

Kevin

Bruce

Post

Pre

Post

60

54

74

60
58

Pre
64

72

72

90

52
48

80

80

64

56

60

48

74
54

60
54

52
60

48
56

58
48

58
48

64
72
70

60
56
56

62
64
50

50
56
46

54
56
76

54
52
62

32

40

28

36

28

40

46

46

32

42

32

36

Post
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APPENDlX O

THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST: FAMKY FOUR (PRE-TEST)

THE FAMiLY PROBLEM CHECKLIST (GRACE)
Below is a list of family concerns. lndicate how satisfied you are with how your family is doing NOW in
each area. Put a check (X)in the box that shows your feelings about each area.
Dissatisfied In
Behveen

Very Dis-

satisfied
bappiness. plesure. etc.)
2. Sharing feelings like anger,
sadness. hurt. etc.
3. Sharing problems with the farnily
3. Making sensible rules
5. Being able to discuss what is right
or wrong
6. Shanng of responsibilities
7. Handling anger and hstration
8. Dealing with maners conceming
ser
9. Proper use of aIcohol, dmgs
10. Use of discipline

x
x

.

x

X

x
X
X

X

x
x

1 1. Use of physical force

x

11. The amount of independence you
13.

14.
15.

16.

17.
I

1 8.
19.
70.

have in the family
Making contact with fiiends,
relatives. church. etc.
Relationship between parents
Relationship between children
Relationship between parents and
children
Tirne family members spend
together
Situation at work or school
Farnily finances
Housing situation

1 1. OveralI satisfaction with my
family

Very
Satisfied

x

Shoiving çood feelings Cjoy,

1.

Satisfied

X

x

3

X

.
.
.
-

x
x

x

x
x

I

I

I

I

1x

1

1

1

1

Make the Iast rating for yourself:
22. Feeling good about rnyself

1

THE FAMILY PROBLEM CWECKLIST (KEVIN)
BeIow is a list of family concerns. Indicate how satisfied you are with how your family is doing NOW in
each area. Put a check ( X ) in the box that shows your feelings about each area.

1 Very Dissatisfied

1.

3.

Showing good feelings (joy,
Sharing feelings like anger,
sadness, hun. etc.
Sharine ~robiemswith the familv
Making sensible d e s
Being able to discuss what is right
or wrong
Sharing- of responsibilities
Handling anger and hstration
Dealing with maners concerning
-

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

- -

--

P r o ~ e use
r of alcohol. drues
10. Use of discipline

9.

i

1

1

II. The arnount of independence you
have in the family
13. Making contact with friends,
relativës, church etc.
13. Relationshiu benveen parents
15. Relationshib between children
-

1
1
1

1

I

1X

1
1

1

1

1
I

1

- --

16. ~ e l a t i o n s hbenveen
i~
parents and 1
children
17. Time family members spend
1
together
l 18. Situation at work or school
I
l 19. Familv finances
I
1
20. Housinrr situation
1
2 1. Overall satisfaction with my
family

I

I

I

I

I

1

1

1x

1

1

Make the last rating for yourself:

1 22. Feeling good about myself

1

THE FAMlLY PROBLEM CHECKLIST (BRUCE)
Below is a list of family concems. In 'cale how satisfied you are with how your family is doing NOW in
cach area. Put a check (X) in the bo3 hat shows your feelings about each area

Very Dissatisfied
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

1

1

Dissatisfied In
Between

Showing good feelings tjoy,
happiness. pleasure. etc.)
Sharing feelings like anger,
sadness. hun. etc.
Sharing problems with the family
Making sensible rules
Being able to discuss what is
Rieht or wrong
Sharing of responsibilities
Handlinn anpet and hstration
Dealing with maners conceming

Satisfied

Very

Satisfied

X

I 1. Use of physical force

12. The amount of independence you
have in the family
13. Making contact with friends,
~Iatives,church. etc.
14. Relationship between parents
15. Relationship between children
16. Relationship benHeen parents and
children
17. Time family members spend
togecher
18. Situation at work or school
19. Family finances
30. Housing situation

7 1. Ovenll satisfaction with rny
family
r

I

X

I

I

I

1

1

1

Make the last rating for yourseIf:

72. Feeling good about myself

1

1

I

APPENDiX P
THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST: FAMILY FOUR (POST-TEST)

THE FAMlLY PROBLEM CHECKLIST (GRACE)
Below is a list of family concems. lndicate how satisfied you are vith how you family is doing NOW ii
each area. Put a check (X)in the box that shows your feelings ab ut each area.

1 Ver- Dis- 1 Dissatisfied
satistied

1.

Showing good feelings Qoy,
happiness, pleasure, etc.)
2. Sharing feelings like anger,
sadness, hum. etc.
2. Sharing problems with the family

7. Handling anger and misûation
8. Dealing with maners conceming
sex
9. Proocr use o f alcohot. dru=
10. Use o f discipline

1
1

1

I
1

1
X

I 1 . Use o f physical force
II. The amount of independence you
have in the family
13. Makinn
- contact with friends,
relatives. church. etc.
14. Relationship benveen parents

15. Relationship between children
16. Relationship between parents and
children
17. Time family members spend
18. Situation at work or school

1

19. Family finances

1x

70. Housine situation

1x

1 71.

Overall satisfaction with my

1

1

1

1x

1

1

1

1

ix

1

1

Make the Iast rating for yourself:
72. Feelinggood about myself

I

THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST (KEVM)
Below is a list of family concerns. Indicate how satisfied you are with how your family is doing NOW in
each area. Put a check ( X ) in the box that shows your feelings about each area.

1 Very Dissatisfied
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

1

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1

Showing good feelings (joy,
happiness, pleasure, etc.)
Sharing feelings like anger,
sadness. hurt, etc.
Sharing problems with the family
Making sensible rules
Being able to discuss what is right
or wrong
Sharinc of res~onsibilities
Handling anger and hstration
Dealing with matters conceming
sex
Proper use of alcohol. drugs
Use of discipline

I 1. Use of physical force

Satisfied

I
1x
1

X

I

17. The amount of independence you
have in the family
13. Making contact with fiiends,
relatives. church. etc.
14. Relationship between parents
15. Relationship between children
16. Relationship between parents and
children
17. Time family members spend
together
18. Situation at work or school
19. Family finances
70. 1-iousingsituation

2 1. Overall satisfaction with my
family

Between

X

I

I

I

X

I

1

1

1

1x

1

Make the last rating for younelf:

1 22. Feeling good about myself

I

THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST (BRUCE)
Below is a list of family concerns. Indicate how satisfied you are with how your h i l y is doin8 NOW in
each area. Put a check(^) in the box that shows your feeiing about each i e a .

1

1 Very Dis- 1 Dissatisfied
satisfied
1.
3.
j.

1.

5.
6.
7.
8.

IC
9.

10.

1 17. Time farnily members spend

Satisfied

x
x
x
X
X

x
1

X

I

13. The amount of independence you
have in the family
13. Making contact with fiiends,
relatives. church, etc.
14. Relationship between parents
15. Relationship between children
16. Relationship between parents and

Tl

In
Behveen

1

Showing good feelings (joy,
happine& pleasure, &.)
Sharing feelings like anger,
sadness. hurt. etc.
Sharing problems with the fmily
Making sensible ruIes
Being able to discuss what is
Right or wrong
Sharina of res~onsibilities
Handling anger and frustration
Dealing with maaers conceming
sex
I
Proper use of alcohol. dmgs
Use of discipline

1 l 1. Use of physical force

1

I
x

1

1x

together
1 8. Situation at work or school
19. Family finances
30. Housing situation

1

3 1. Ovenll satisfaction with my
farnily

I

I

I

1

1

1x

1x

1

1

1

x
X

I

Make the last rating for youself:
22. Feeling good about myself

1

1

I

APPENDIX Q

THE REFLECTWG TEAM FEEDBACK FORM: FAMILY FOUR

REFLECTING TEAM FEEDBACK FORM (GRACE)
The following questions provide information about what was helpfiil and what was not
helpful on the use of the reflecting team in the counseling services you and your family
received.
1.

How does the reflecting tearn work for you in the counseling process?
1 felt quite self-conscious and uncomfortable. 1 don? like the feeling of king

watched. 1 would have preferred not have met the reflecting team except for
Ellen.

2.

How usefül is the reflecting team for you and your farnily who come here for
service?
1 found it quite useful most of the time. I found it frustrating, however, when

someone made comments who had not been there before, and t did not have
enough time to comment. 1 felt nished.
3.

How is the reflecting team different fiom other counseling sessions that do
not have a reflecting team?
1 feel much more comfortable and I am more able to "be myself'.

4.

Any other suggestions or comments for the reflecting team?
Perhaps the counseling session could end earlier and more time is given for
clients to respond. t would have felt much better if the reflecting team had
aiways been the same people in order to have continuation.

REFLECTING E A M FEEDBACK FORM (KEVIN)
The following questions provide information about what was helpful, what was not
helpful on the use of the reflecting team in the counseling services you and your farnily
received.
1.

How does the reflecting team work for you in the counseling process?
It works for me well. It gives me

a breather and allows someone else, without

me, to talk about our situation.

2.

How useful is the reflecting team for you and your farnily who corne here for
service?
It is fairly useful because only positive views are heard. It feels good to hear my
family and myself talked about in a positive way.

3.

How is the reflecting ieam different h m other counseling sessions that do not
have a reflecting team?
1 have never been to 0 t h counseling sessions but i would assume that it would

feel like a lack of feedback and consequently hinder healing
4.

Any other suggestions or cornments for the reflecting team?

Aithough the positive remarks are cornforting, they make me think. How can a
hurnan being have only positive thoughts on a grin situation? Hefshe cannot. t
would appreciate some "constnictive criticisrn" to alleviate any fear that you

people are super human. 1 would also appreciate more suggested solutions
instead of letting us find them out. We're a smart family, we know talking is
the key but what wr don? know is what notches to cut on the key.

APPENDIX R

THE CLIENT FEEDBACK CHECKLIST: F M Y FOUR

CLIENT FEEDBACK CHECKLIST (GRACE)

Below is a list of questions concerning the counseling services you have received. These
questions provide information about what was helpful, what was not helpfiil, and how the
services you received could be more helpful. Put an (X) in the box that best describes
your opinion about the services your counselor has provided.

Dernonstrates an

information in a

Anv additional cornments:

CLIENT FEEDBACK CHECKLIST (KEVIN)
Below is a list of questions concerning the counseling services you have received. These
questions provide information about what was helptùl, what was not helpful, and how the
services ybu received could be more helpfùl. putan OC) in the box thatbest describer
your opinion about the services your counselor has provided.
VeY
,

Lieeps to
appoinhents and
time commitments
Communicates

Dissatisfied

In Between

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

X

new way

Overall quality of
service

Anv additional comments:
A more direct method of helping would result in a more direct change.

1 Vew

CLIENT FEEDBACK CHECKLIST @RUCE)
Below is a list of questions concerning the counseling services you have received. These
questions provide information about what was heipful, what was not hetphl, and how the
services y u received could be more helpful. put-an(X) in the box thatbest describes
your opinion about the services your counselor has provided.
[nBetween

Satisfied

Satisfied
Keeps to

appointments and
Communicates
understanding. of
Demonstrates

I

acceptame

Provides
sugestions that
are helpfbl
Demonsuates a
sense of humor
Provides a relaxed

I
I

information in a
way ihat is not
imposing
Demonstntes
warmth
tlelps family to
see things
differentIy or in a
new way
Overall quality of

II
1

Any additional comments:

I

